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Tested on Humans employs a second-person voice to demonstrate the art of 
generating first-person narrative in life writing. It probes the motivations a writer 
might have for selecting autobiographical subject matter, including opportunism to 
collocate one’s life experiences for literary exploitation. It explores the ethics of such 
a practice and uses examples of my writing as exhibits of how I have used my style of 
‘exaggerated talking’ to present the dramatic and comical aspects of my lived 
experiences. I explain the transition in my writings from a dedication to ‘honesty’ in 
the authorial motivation of my early autobiographical poems to the creation of the 
character Callum Smith in my recent novel Off the Record who has a disdain for 
honesty because it causes too much trouble for one’s self and others. I utilise the 
scholarship of life writing studies to set my work in a cultural and literary context. I 
also investigate whether it is better to leave one’s life secrets as secrets for the 
betterment of one’s sense of worth and identity. I challenge the integrity of ‘empathy’ 
as a meaningful explanation for the urge to write literature and read it. The exegesis is 
recursively structured to display the way my life experiences provide the subject 
matter for my new planned work of fiction. 
 




Tested on Humans: 
The opportunistic self in life writing 
1. 
You were born with your hands in your pockets. Your head hanging down from the soul 
up. You had a bowtie-throat so your surface was neat. You avoided the eyes of your 
family. You had knobby pole-legs and did not hug back. You were born numb, your 
mother accused you. You picked at the edges of clothing wherever you sat. Picked till the 
edges were tattered. 
A boy to be feared, who could not do sums. You had scars on your arms, of your 
pocketknife’s making. A habit very similar to your making of memoirs, as if to prove you 
could wound but could not feel it. 
Hilary Mantel believes that writing autobiographically is a form of weakness. It 
didn’t stop her doing it herself. She said in her memoir, Giving Up the Ghost, ‘I also think 
that, if you’re weak, it’s childish to pretend to be strong.’1 
Is that you? Weak? You are coarse, having been spawned from a working-man’s 
four-letter language. Not bred for the pampering of phrases. Yet your assignments—
memoirs, poems, novels—have now been handed in. You have moped, swooned, snarled 
and pined in them. Is it best they are out of the body, made to lie flat on a dish of white 
paper in the light dark? 
Or is it best that such things should be left in the body? If you surrender the self’s 
secrets to the public record where they become just another addition to media, regardless 
of being categorised as literary art, what life-story artefacts have you retained for the 
maintenance of your private identity? A God-fearing person may wish to empty 
themselves of secrets to their deity so as to be purged and admitted to a gentle afterlife, 
not a punitive one. You, with no God-fear, nor even God-respect, cannot understand why 
anyone would not keep their secrets to themselves. At least, under normal circumstances: 
that of not being a writer. You, an author, are required to have tales to tell. No one asked 
you to be an author. By some fluke you were good at language as a boy. Every other 
pathway seemed closed. You have not led a sheltered life. You have your secrets. You 
have the secrets you’ve spied in loved ones, and the non-loved of your life. Why not use 
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them? You are not, by nature, a curious person who wants to range far and wide into 
contemporary events and issues—Let the media have them! Be venal: you need 
material— use your own life. You never know what fascinations lie behind your curtain-
eye. 
* 
The public identity is polished for presentation on the page. In Nabokov’s memoir, Speak, 
Memory: An Autobiography Revisited, he writes, 
I have often noticed that after I had bestowed on the characters some treasured item of my 
past, it would pine away in the artificial world where I had so abruptly placed it. Although 
it lingered in my mind, its personal warmth, its retrospective appeal had gone and, 
presently, it became more closely identified with my novel than my former self, where it 
had seemed safe from the intrusion of the artist.2 
And he was speaking about planting fact into fiction. In memoir the bestowing of 
personal treasured items is relentless if you are faithfully serving the act of revelation. 
The efficacy of compelling narration—the shock value of confessions and ruthlessly 
renting the veil of people’s privacy, people who were or still are your intimates—depends 
on this relentless bestowing. Yet there is no buffering from shame and a sickening sense 
of betraying loved ones. 
And betray them you have. You soon get over it. For all the pompous rectitude 
you’ve indulged in on this subject in interviews and dinner party conversations, saying 
your aim is to preserve in amber the truths of the human experience when writing 
autobiographically, you have no doubt you have violated yourself and others. You believe 
the closer you get to writing your life out accurately, and the lives of those you’ve known, 
in the starkest manner possible, the closer you get to writing farce and degrading your life 
and depriving it of more substantial meaning. 
What if accuracy is a delusion, however, created by too much artifice in crafting 
the writing? Michel de Montaigne said, on the subject of himself, he was ‘the most 
learned man alive’ and should pick over his ‘parts and consequences’ with all the 
‘fidelity’ he could muster: 
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I speak the truth, not to my fill, but as much as I dare; and I dare a little more as I grow 
older, for it seems that custom allows to age more liberty of prating and more indiscretion 
in talking of a man’s self.3 
He was writing in the sixteenth century. In the twenty-first century the opposite is the 
case. Custom now is on the side of youthful prating and persiflage. You are pleased with 
yourself that you got two memoirs out of the way while you still looked young enough 
for the cameras. 
Montaigne was four hundred years ahead of his time in his contemplation of what 
‘self’ means in the context of autobiography. Julia Watson implies that Montaigne pre-
empted the argument by deconstructionist critics such as Paul de Man that autobiography 
should be ‘defaced’ as a sham genre for interrogating ‘self’. She argues that Montaigne 
succeeds in ‘comprehensively subverting the imagined solidity and permanence of the 
subject who says “I”: In a brief central essay. “Of Giving the Lie”, Montaigne poses a set 
of oppositional self-representations that contrast public and private modes of self-
representation.’4 
The following passage from ‘Of Giving the Lie’ introduces the concept of a 
‘consubstantial’ relationship between authors and their autobiographical texts: 
Painting myself for others, I have painted my inner self in clearer colours than were my 
first one. I have no more made my book than my book has made me: a book 
consubstantial with its author, concerned only with me, a vital part of my life; not having 
an outside and alien concern and objective like all other books. Have I wasted my time by 
taking account of myself so continually, so carefully? For they who survey themselves 
only in their minds, and occasionally aloud, do not examine themselves so fundamentally 
nor penetrate so deeply as does he who makes it his study, his work, and his trade, who 
with all his faith, with all his strength, binds himself to making a lasting account. 
The most delightful pleasures, indeed, are digested within; they avoid leaving any trace of 
themselves and avoid the sight not only of the public, but of any other person.5 
Montaigne’s striking of a melodramatic note in this passage—‘who with all his faith, with 
all his strength, binds himself to making a lasting account’— is understandable, given he 
is expressing both the futility of his task of self-revelation and the joy of being engaged in 
the futility. Says Watson, ‘Consubstantiality is both asserted and subverted. The self is 
constructed over its own impossibility—its impossibility, that is, except as a strategy of 
writing, a condition of reading.’6 
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You used a first-person child-voice as your strategy in Hoi Polloi7 and a teenage-
voice in Muck8. It is so easy to write that way: you don’t have the disadvantage of being 
expected (by readers, if not yourself) to reflect on your bad behaviour in your books as 
you do in first-person adult. First-person child provides the advantage of the character 
seeming innocent no matter how offensive a wretch they are. A child is also expected to 
befuddle facts and be prone to exaggeration. It is, therefore, very freeing not to have to 
work any harder than a child’s reasoning. You are seeking the feel and the atmosphere of 
living in a time and place. If you get dates wrong or misplace an experience by a year, it 
doesn’t make the slightest difference, as long the whole of the memoir is factual, as you 
remember it. Your child eyes and ears have been successful in recording as best you can 
the details, and your memory has picked them out according to your priorities of what is 
cherished or loathed, what appears most meaningful. 
You believed that writing in the present tense, in first-person child or first-person 
teenager, positioned you deeply enough into the process of retrospection that the effect, 
while merely artifice, was artifice intended to install a theatre of the self in your 
imagination. This created a sensation for you of three-dimensional immersion into what 
you call your page-self replica of your real self, and a page-self replica of the places your 
real self had lived, a page-self replica of the real people you had lived it with. This 
process made artifice seem for you not to be there at all. It also mimicked how the mind 
operates ‘in triplicate’, as CK Stead describes it. He says, 
The human mind doesn’t exist in a continuous present. You’re carrying in your 
consciousness, memory—the past is an operational force, so to speak. And your 
anticipations of, and even intentions for, the future—where you’re going, what you’re 
doing and how it relates to what you will be doing next.9 
He was talking in the context of creating ‘an image of the human mind’ in the 
construction of works of fiction. But the same mimetic aspirations that apply to fiction, 
apply to memoir, in your view. No writer can ever create a complete picture of his or her 
self or anyone else. But the more immersion you achieve into your page-self replica the 
more of what Stead calls ‘triple time dimension’ and ‘felt life’ is possible: ‘The nearer it 
gets to a representation of consciousness; of what it feels like to be human.’10 
The ‘felt life’ notion in your dealings with the page-you makes no assertion of 
true life. As Jerome Bruner writes, ‘I want to assert that an autobiography is not and 
cannot be a way of simply signifying or referring to a “life as lived”. I take the view that 
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there is no such thing as a “life as lived” to be referred to. On this view, a life is created or 
constructed by the act of autobiography.’ He adds that there is no such thing as ‘correct or 
even faithful autobiography’.11 
Not so, in your opinion. There will be correct details that can be verified in a life-
writing work—places where one lived; people one lived there with. One is ‘faithful’ to 
those fact-checkable facts and can be content that one is not being unfaithful to factual 
detail by launching into felt life, or mood life as you often call it. You would not yield to 
an assertion that one is being dishonest by letting felt life and mood life have a long rein. 
For you are not a scientist seeking to make a clone of your memory, emotions and 
impressions as if they were genes for manipulation and repetition—you are a literary 
practitioner. Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson refer to the scientific interest in storytelling 
based on memory to ‘project a notion of material “selfhood”’: 
Both critics and life writers have also considered the makeup of a genomic self. With the 
culmination of the Genomic Project and the circulation of discourses of genomics 
throughout the scientific and lay communities, new understandings of how memory and 
destiny infuse our bodies, as species and familial legacy, prompt the rethinking of 
discourse and materiality, representation, and embodiment.12 
That line of inquiry does not interest you. Whatever your genomic self comprises, you did 
not like your biological self sufficiently to want children, let alone map your genome. 
You did not like your felt self or your mood self either, but they interested you enough to 
want to use them to make literature. Your character flaws too—foul temper, weakness for 
addictive substances, the emotional swings between grandiose arrogance and self-
lacerating despair. Your laziness, your history of sexual infidelity, vanity, envy, greed for 
money and kudos. You worried that you would see yourself and your troubled, 
troublesome mother in any son or daughter you spawned. And on seeing that, you could 
never love them. You could resent them and pity them, and that would be all. 
This is your ‘truth’. By truth you mean, what? Felt truth? —what feels right to 
you? Yes, that is what you mean by truth. But this felt truth is not in essence what 
motivates you to take up the pen (you do write with a pen, you really do, you human 
dinosaur). This truth does give you regrets on occasions: a mild loneliness that your body 
has no close genetic connection now that your parents are dead and there will be no one 
after you to carry a piece of you on. This is why you write: to carry a piece of you on. 
This felt truth does not send you weeping from your writing. Far from it: you still have 
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plenty of secrets tucked away at the back of your conscience to spare your real self from 
total public evisceration and condemnation. Perhaps one day, if you’re desperate for 
material, you might use them in your writing. You might be desperate tomorrow, but not 
today. After all, your secrets are the closest your real self gets to the spiritual. No writing 
should be allowed there. No forgiveness can happen. It is your confessional seal with 
yourself, and only yourself, not with a God, because no God exists for you. You are the 
God of yourself. If there is absolution you must do it for yourself. But absolution is 
meaningless without a punishing force, a God with effective administrative powers to 
answer to. You merely forgive yourself, which has no numinous transformative power 
from outside the self: a Hail Mary’s soft chastening, or a subjugating prayer towards 
myths of Mecca. It does not even present the illusion of the numinous. And yet, perhaps it 
does. Perhaps some kindling of desire for religious affiliation flickers in your writing. It 
doesn’t have to be obvious. It might be there without your knowing. A nothing-something 
that makes your work more meaningful than mere piles of language that amount to stories 
and verse. 
In Cinders, Jacques Derrida meditates on his oblique phrase ‘Cinders there are’. 
What are ‘cinders’ in Derrida’s context? His translator, Ned Lukacher describes them as: 
… the quarks of language, neither proper names nor metaphors, the traces of neither 
ontotheology nor of the generalization of metaphor, naming neither truth nor its 
impossibility, but all the while keeping a space open into which the truth, or its 
impossibility, might come.13 
Derrida writes: 
“Cinders there are.” I read, re-read them; it was so simple, and yet I knew that I was not 
there; without waiting for me the phrase withdrew into its secret…. Cinder of all our lost 
etymologies…It remains from what is not, in order to recall at the delicate, charred 
bottom of itself only non-being or non-presence.14 
‘Cinders’ comprise secrets not related to bad behaviour to be hushed up with a finger to 
the lips, but the most significant and yet most unreliable of all secrets: the secret of 
wasted faith in something secret—a divine intelligence, God. Or is there in Derrida a 
space open for the possibility of that divinity? 
John D Caputo doesn’t think so: 
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Jacques’s secret, if there is one, lies on a textual surface, inconspicuous by its 
superficiality, without a martyr to bear witness, without a revelation to unveil it, without a 
second coming or even a first. It is always to come.15 
It is therefore a secret only of the imagination, but an active force in human life, a 
necessary folly that inspires us to go on with our lives and not be debilitated by abjection. 
Ian Almond says, 
There are no secrets—or, if you like, there are only secrets, an endless succession of 
them, each one promising to be resolved by its successor. And this is precisely what a 
“secret”, traditionally understood, would be—a sign that would somehow, magically, 
unproblematically, explain all the previous signs leading up to it in one all-enlightening 
moment of magnificent self-presence. The disclosure of a secret would be the end of 
meaning. Nothing more could be said.16 
Or plenty more could be said. If the secret amounts to a revelation of a divine source of 
humankind, then, yes, that could be the end of all discourse and argument. God could shut 
the world up, frighten or charm everyone into silent obedience. But a personal secret can 
be a violator; a secret held by others—parents, siblings, spouses, children—is seldom 
something they want made known. Such revelation may lead to silence but only in the 
sense of a falling out between people. Very likely there is no silence; there is argument, 
outrage and calamity. 
‘Magnificent self-presence’ evolved from contemplating the divine is an easier 
way of thinking of a secret. It makes for lofty language but need not delve into the dirt of 
a life. Samuel Beckett’s Waiting for Godot, for example, where two tramps wait by a tree, 
bored yet hopeful for something, someone greater than themselves to give them direction 
for the next phase of their existence. In the meantime, they have themselves for 
amusement and exchanges of comedy and allusions to suicidal resignation to 
hopelessness. Do they need more direction than that? Beckett seems to say no. They are 
spirited and combative. They are human. Why would they want more than each other? 
Why would they want to move away from their desolate spot on earth to another more 
uncertain spot? 
Vladimir: Well? Shall we go? 
Estragon: Yes, let’s go. 
They do not move.17 
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The garrulous figure in Beckett’s The Unnamable figure wants to go somewhere but has 
no idea why or exactly where to go: ‘you must go on, I can’t go on, you must go on, I’ll 
go on, you must say words, as long as there are any.’18 
JM Coetzee says of Beckett: ‘Beckett was an artist possessed by a vision of life 
without consolation or dignity or promise of grace, in the face of which our only duty—
inexplicable and futile of attainment, but a duty nonetheless—is not to lie to ourselves.’19 
Not to lie to ourselves? An impossible quest, as Coetzee notes. Therefore there are 
lies we leave in ourselves, unexpressed, even unnoticed by us. Lie after lie, which, as we 
discover them, it is our duty to reveal. What would that lead to? To a thorough emptying 
out? To the end of secrets? To silence? To the end of self, like Beckett’s unnameable 
one?—‘it will be the silence, where I am, I don’t know, I’ll never know, in the silence 
you don’t know, you must go on, I’ll go on.’20 
* 
You best make this point before you go any further: your concern in your writing is not 
the excavation or purging of yourself. It is not revenge on others. And certainly not 
redemption, the narrative cliché that makes your stomach turn. It is the aesthetic 
enjoyment of the page self, the performance self. The shaping of a solid sentence. 
Bringing plain but not unpoetic language to bear on a series of events, and by doing so 
making a word-object at which you can stare and memorise as a mind companion. Or it 
might be like notes of music that you read, and by reading them you can play them in 
your mind. There might be wit that you can laugh at. 
* 
For Joan Didion, in her memoir The Year of Magical Thinking—a meditation on grieving 
and the trauma of a loved one’s illness—an accurate representation of her consciousness 
through a period of tribulation so challenged her powers of eloquence that she doubted 
the efficacy of written language to freight her feelings. She says, 
The way I write is who I am, or have become, yet this is a case in which I wish I had 
instead of words and their rhythms a cutting room, equipped with an Avid, a digital 
editing system on which I could touch a key and collapse the sequence of time, show you 
simultaneously all the frames of memory that come to me now, let you pick the takes, the 
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marginally different expressions, the variant readings of the same lines. This is a case in 
which I need more than words to find meaning. This is a case in which I need whatever it 
is I think or believe to be penetrable, if only for myself.21 
As for you, your immersions worked—that is your self-satisfied conclusion. You could 
not have re-created your childhood and youth better. If you made factual slip-ups, they 
have not been brought to your attention. If they ever are… so what! Memory is not an 
orderly ritual of chronological transferences of things past into current consciousness. As 
Mantel asserts, ‘We are taught to be chary of memories.’22 She is right, we should be. We 
cannot underestimate the avidity of the imagination to soak itself into the gaps left in 
memories. She adds, 
Though my early memories are patchy, I think they are not, or not entirely, a 
confabulation, and I believe this because of their overwhelming sensory power; they 
come complete … As I say “I tasted”, I taste, and as I say “I heard,” I hear … I know, too, 
that once a family has acquired a habit of secrecy, memories begin to distort, because its 
members confabulate to cover the gaps in facts; you have to make some sort of sense of 
what’s going on around you. You add to it, and reason it, and the distortions breed 
distortions.23 
The act of memoirising memories brings more memories to the surface of the page, 
particularly when reaching back into childhood. Nicola King says, ‘Mantel suggests that 
it is in the process of writing that they emerge more fully, although they can never be 
completely recreated, just “shiver[ing] between the lines”.’24 
Yours was a family of three: mother, father, son. No siblings to corroborate your 
memories and the secrets you have unsealed. We take you on trust in your work. That’s 
all we can ask of you. You promise us you are truthful. You’re convinced you are, so says 
your brain.  
You were not a gregarious boy. You did not seek out many friends of your own 
age. Your parents were your best friends as well as your elders and betters. You preferred 
going to the horseraces with them than socialising with kids. Going to parties in Sydney’s 
eastern suburbs where adults were. Seeing them get drunk and flirt and gossip. Those 
adults were on the verge of sexual transgression, or so you calculated—you were a child, 
but a child who was no fool. You knew when adults’ touching was friendly touching, or 
when the touching was over-friendly, transgressive: a hand on someone’s thigh or 
backside. 
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They talked about making big money. They were not paragons of piety and did 
not care to be. They contradicted the pontificating you received from your Presbyterian 
schooling. It was as if such schooling was expected to be your vaccine against the 
impious enticements of the future. Or the pretence of giving you a vaccine for the sake of 
parental duty. Your parents let you mingle in their hedonistic world and in exchange they 
must have expected your loyalty. Every parent expects loyalty of their children, not to go 
through their drawers or steal their liquor. You did both. Every parent expects them not to 
remember their arguments and their foibles and put them into memoirs thirty years later, 
as you have done. And to make their prejudices public, is unforgivable! Racial prejudice 
towards Maoris—views that were normal among white people, or ‘Pakeha’ as they are 
called in New Zealand where your parents were born and raised, and where you spent the 
first ten years of your life, though you were born in Sydney—such views are judged 
harshly in 2018. Recounting that the prerogative for Maoris was ‘Hori’ in your 
household—you shouldn’t do that. Most white households you knew as a boy used 
‘Hori’. It was the Kiwi version of ‘nigger’ or ‘boong’. What is the point of reviving such 
a word? When you read pages of Hoi Polloi on stage at a New Zealand writers festival in 
2008, pages where your mother says ‘Hori’, the audience gasped: such a taboo word. All 
you did was make your family look ignorant in their eyes, and yourself appear out of 
touch with contemporary racial sensitivities. I dare say you are, in keeping with your 
incuriosity for issues and events of the day. 
It was the audience that was ignorant for wanting to forget their history, delivered 
to them through your personal history. Spilling one of their secrets through one of yours. 
Not one person called you a liar and said the word never existed. What I had tasted. I had 
truly tasted, Mantel-like. What I had heard. I had truly heard. 
* 
Your books are funny, critics have said it, and you know it yourself. But you were not 
really trying to be funny. It just happens. It is unavoidable because simply being alive is 
funny, even at its saddest. You are going to tell the story of your father’s funny death and 
his funny funeral later on in this exegesis. 
You do not experience that perverse irony when reading journalism. You’ve 
worked as a journalist, reducing the human experience to the most convenient 
comprehensible cliché—hero or villain; fall from grace or atonement and redemption. 
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Even a 20,000-word profile piece in a prestigious magazine like The New Yorker can 
barely scratch the surface of what a subject’s life is like, who he or she really is on their 
secret, inner side of their smiles and tears. All that is proffered is a few insights into how 
people dress, their manners, tics and material achievements. The gossip about them. A 
few anecdotes. But writing of the breathing beating-heart-human living inside your own 
skin, and of the people you’ve lived closely with for years and know as deeply as is 
possible without performing an autopsy and taking a peek at their organs and tendons, 
gives you an authorial authority no journalist could possibly claim. As you’ve written of 
yourself in the essay ‘A Handful of Thoughts Before the Dust’, 
I do inside jobs. It is not an endearing feature. You can draw your curtains on the 
neighbours. You can shut the door on busybodies from across the road. But your own 
flesh and blood in your lounge room? Your lover in your coital bed? Each of us has been 
listening in on other people all our lives. Watching them. Smelling them. Loving them or 
not. To write about what we have witnessed is to break faith with life. It is to betray the 
most intimate, sacred code.25 
But you being you, you’ve always got an excuse, an escape route. You’re nothing if not a 
wellspring of self-justification. ‘If you don’t break that code, why bother writing26’, you 
continued. It is too easy to write historical fiction or historical nonfiction because there is 
a safe moral distance involved. Historical figures are long dead, therefore you can say 
what you like about them. Sentimentalise them, or deploy contemporary pieties to revile 
them for their moral inadequacies. You consider such practice to be beneath you: 
It’s the literary equivalent of adverse possession, the quirky property law that allows 
anyone to take ownership of land where the title is dormant.27 
You’re very proud of that analogy in ‘A Handful of Thoughts Before the Dust’. It segued 
neatly into your best justification of your work so far, one that made you feel courageous, 
dangerous, intellectually barbed. It went like this: writing about current or personal 
history means the ‘title’ is not dormant. It isn’t ‘fenced off from trespassers’, as you put 
it. You conceded that shedding your dignity in the service of art might well appear 
distasteful to some readers. Shedding other people’s dignity when writing about them—
that’s enough to make the most forgiving reader furious: 
A writer can argue until they’re ink-blue in the face that the shedding is being done to 
express what it is to be a human being in a particular place at a particular time, enduring 
particular circumstances. 
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They sound disingenuous, pompous, full of lame excuses. The writer has the 
advantage of being the writer. Therefore writers can only ever be sublimated, exploited, 
shafted. Writing really isn’t all that important if it’s likely to give offence or hurt 
someone’s feelings, is it?28 
Elizabeth Bishop did not believe it was. She responded to Robert Lowell’s confessional 
poems with a mix of admiration and anxiety: ‘art just isn’t worth that much.’29 The two 
poets were best friends but she couldn’t abide poetry that hurt the poets and the people 
they wrote about, which put her at odds with Lowell who believed in ‘not avoiding injury 
to others, / not avoiding injury to myself’ 30 in his work. 
As Tim Hancock notes, ‘for this poet [Lowell], all experience—good, bad and 
ugly—was just raw material with the potential to be re-fashioned by the metamorphic 
processes of art.’31 
Rather than allow such writing to get out of the body, surely it should be left in 
the body in secret safety. 
In that essay referred to, you were much more forthright. You quoted from Patrick 
Kavanagh’s poem ‘Epic’, one of your favourites because it thumbs its nose at the idea 
that world events should dominate our consciousness. It highlights the importance of the 
small events happening in each person’s individual life. ‘I have lived in important places, 
times / When great events were decided,’ wrote Kavanagh. Yet the events he was 
referring to were not world wars or the devastation of cultures by colonising armies. It 
was an ongoing dispute between two neighbouring farmers over a fence-line along their 
properties. The poem ends this way: ‘Homer’s ghost came whispering to mind. He said: 
‘I made the Iliad from such / A local row. Gods make their own importance.’32 
You used that as justification for not keeping secrets safe: ‘Ancient cultures left 
handprints on cave walls… I am, they were saying. I was here. I don’t know why but I 
was.’33 
* 
You have always hated doing that ‘outside job’ called journalism. Elbowing your way 
into someone else’s life, someone you’ve never met before, but pretend to befriend so as 
to exploit their trauma or triumph or bad behaviour, to provide copy for your employer to 
justify your wages. Rendering the person’s experience to one of those clichés mentioned. 
It’s dishonest and venal. You cannot possibly write with any authority about someone’s 
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situation if you’ve only known them for a minute or two over the phone, or an hour in 
person, a week, even a year. 
‘Inside jobs’ are a different matter. You are writing about yourself, the only 
person you’ll ever know completely. You are Montaigne’s ‘most learned man alive’ on 
the subject. You are the only person whose secrets you have total access to. You are 
writing about people you’ve lived with for long periods. You know them well enough to 
write a plenary portrait and reveal the secrets you have gleaned from them. You have the 
right, don’t you? Of course you do. Unless you think those people are not worth the 
effort, they’re so boring. Or that ‘outside jobs’, for all their superficiality, are what 
society cares about these days, processed and packaged for ephemeral media 
consumption, and you should conform to that low standard. 
Yet, in the ‘artificial world’ of the published word, Nabokov’s idea of the 
‘respective appeal’ of bestowed treasure feels lost to you. The identification of the 
treasure is with a book self rather the actual living self. The ‘intrusion of the artist’ has 
looted the treasures for the benefit of displaying literary artfulness. 
Where fiction is concerned, the treasures that have been bestowed can be 
reclaimed for the self and written again, if so desired, even as an act of apology. Nabokov 
claimed to be attempting this regarding his former French governess, ‘Mademoiselle’, in 
chapter five of Speak, Memory: An Autobiography Revisited. He had written her into a 
fictional story in French in 1930 and claimed that his memory of her had become so 
‘engulfed’ in his fictional portrayal, and his ‘fictionist’ side had become so anathema to 
him, that he wanted to ‘save what was left of poor Mademoiselle’. What was ‘saved’ was 
not flattering. Nabokov detailed her ‘beetling brows’, her ‘vestigial mustache’, ‘blotchy 
complexion’. Her ‘chin so regally spread over the frilled mountain of her blouse’ and 
‘jelly of her jowl’. Her bad temper and ‘grim permanence’. The apology was a sham, a 
stylistic device to set the reader up for a wicked surprise. ‘Have I really salvaged her from 
fiction?’34 he asked himself. If not, it hardly mattered. It made for engaging reading. 
For you, the act of writing is exaggerated talking; fiction is exaggerated memoir. 
Memoir is not fiction, for all the fictional tricks you use to contain life’s unwieldy 
shapelessness and put speed into the slow-motion passage of actual lived-in time. The 
treasures in memoir cannot be reclaimed. How can you reclaim your family’s secrets 
from Hoi Polloi and Muck? Or the secrets of your first marriage in the essay 
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‘Unforgiven’, which you expanded into the memoir-style novel The Amateur Science of 
Love? 
You wrote Hoi Polloi in 2003–04. Your father was dying of cancer at the time. 
You’d begun Hoi Polloi before his cancer diagnosis, and intended to publish it and hope 
he didn’t take too much offence. He had a crude sense of humour, as you do, his only 
child. You figured he’d laugh the book off, or probably wouldn’t read it. He was called 
‘Winks’ in the memoir, and not Bert, his real name, therefore he’d not see himself in the 
sentences. Winks was your secret nickname for him when you were a boy. He had a sly, 
slick-groomed masculinity. Thick, dark hair parted in the middle and Brylcreemed back. 
He was always winking, had a mischievous smile, as you do.  
He wasn’t a stupid fellow, by any means. But he was a businessman, not a literary 
bone in his body. A thriller novel or western was his Shakespeare and Tolstoy. Even a 
transparent subterfuge such as calling him Winks would be enough to make the memoir 
something not real to him—so went your logic and your cunning. You even wrote some 
of it by his sickbed. You sometimes held his clammy, frail hand. ‘What are you writing?’ 
he once asked. ‘Us,’ you replied. You saw he was chuffed to learn he had your writer-
attention. That he meant so much to you that you were scribbling about him. 
You could have at least read some of the writing out. Too risky, is that what you 
thought? What if he’d become upset or angry, a man in his condition? You would have 
appeased him. Would have said you were just mucking around. What if he’d tried to veto 
the book? What would you have done? You know what you would have done. Nothing. 
You would have lied and said, ‘This is just for my own memory of you.’ 
You are a lot like your father. Yes, you have the same hands, hair, cheekbones, 
eyes. That is just surface. Subcutaneously you have his subversive attitude to living, a 
sporting enjoyment for transgression, nothing major, yet nothing too benign. For you, 
your writing is transgression. For you, your books come first—people’s feelings are 
secondary. As for Father, he’d have done most things to make ‘a quid’—even if it was 
not moral or legal. After-hours trading at the pub he owned, bribing cops so they would 
turn a blind eye, or pulling one of his thoroughbreds up in a race to land a ‘betting 
plunge’. He glamorised those transgressions as outsmarting ‘the system’. He wouldn’t 
have held a grudge over you for outsmarting him. He’d have been impressed. So went 
your justification. So it still goes. He’d have questioned you: ‘Did you make a quid?’ 
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He’d have said, ‘That’s a pity. Waste of your bloody time,’ when you answered, ‘A bit. 
Not much.’ 
You did read one of your portraits of him at his funeral in June 2004. It was about 
his spruced visage on race day. Those gorgeous suits of silk-soft wool. Buffed shoes of 
the finest leather. His fragrances of Q-Tol aftershave mixed within his pores with menthol 
cologne and hair oil. Friends said it was a very moving tribute. You didn’t read the parts 
about him flirting with ‘girlies’ and pretending he was on speaking terms with the Prime 
Minister. He was nothing if not a big-noter, as you are. 
Your mother was Heels in Hoi Polloi, because of her ladylike shoes—such big 
feet for a woman, but she still pushed and pushed until her blistered heels and the glass-
stem heels of the footwear were fused. How she adored dressing to the nines!  
She’d never read a book in her life. You did not expect her to start just because 
you’d written one. You had always told her you’d write a book one day. She said, ‘I hope 
there’s lots of me in it.’ There was lots of her, all right.  
She often had a copy of Jane Austen’s Persuasion on her bedside table. It wasn’t 
there for reading, it was there to look good, to impress potential buyers when my parents 
were selling their property or showing friends through. The risk was minimal she’d ever 
read Hoi Polloi or its successor two years later, Muck. At that time her mind was 
becoming addled with mild dementia, which sent her more frequently into those rages she 
had been given to for years. She’d gouge the air with her fingernails and bare her teeth, 
make a wet sucking sound of fury, and seethe. She was too lazy to read a book, mine or 
anyone else’s. Her Shakespeare or Tolstoy were the daytime TV soaps, or a fashion-store 
catalogue. You were safe. 
One of her sisters read the memoirs but didn’t dob you in. Perhaps she did not 
want to cause a ruction between a son and his mother. Perhaps she didn’t want to start 
trouble with you. After all, you’d acquired an intimidating demeanour by then. Your big 
frame draped in the finest Hugo Boss or Versace suit. A senior writer for the Herald Sun, 
as you were at the time, meant you had a prosperous fellow’s salary, the arrogant air of a 
man about town. A man with clout. A big house. A man not frightened to engage in 
conflict if offended by critics. You felt invincible, at least in your own mind. You were 
not to be trifled with, even by kindly aunties. 
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Besides, you being your mother’s only offspring she could hardly reject you, 
could she? She relied on you. You did not need to be the apple of her eye. As she became 
old and ailing, even a rotten apple was all she had in the world to rely on. 
* 
Is writing your life out in various literary shapes—poetry’s free verse, or your 
exaggerated-talking style of discursive monologues in prose—merely an act of 
repudiating your life, or repudiating life itself as a purposeless series of professional 
gambits, private fretting and escapist adventures, to the point that living it has no 
elevating meaningfulness? Or does it do the opposite and affiliate your ‘exaggerated 
talking’ with a secular-sacred dimension, a means for nonbelievers like you to imitate the 
questing ceremony of prayerfulness, even acquire a gnostic derivative for your 
imagination? 
Did you ever think that your autobiographical writing had principled aspirations? 
Tolstoy put himself in his every story, according to Rosemary Edmonds, translator of his 
memoir-novel Childhood, Boyhood, Youth. It was ‘fiction rooted in reality’, she said. His 
aim? ‘To know himself through and through … the morphology of his own soul.’ He 
wasn’t interested in artistic invention but ‘with what is experienced and perceived’. If so, 
knowing himself did not give him personal peace, said Edmonds. He was so self-
possessed that his priority became a ‘persistent hunger after asceticism’.35 
This ascetic objective does make some sense to you: writing life out reduces your 
life to sentences made of carefully crafted impressions and favourite dramas from your 
past remembered in a way most suited to artful telling. But ‘to know yourself through and 
through’? For what purpose other than self-recrimination? For the purpose of forging an 
improved edition of yourself? In other words, redemption from ignorance and coarseness 
to become a model of goodness? If so, the autobiographical exercise is a redundant quest 
for self-knowledge and wisdom and grace, because those things have already been 
attained before the writing begins. They are not delivered in real time through the pen or 
computer during the act of writing. As Linda Anderson says of Saint Augustine’s re-
conversion self-representation in Confessions, ‘The outward journey is a false journey, 
becoming meaningful only in retrospect by being realized as a return: it is a tortuous 
journey back to God. The narrative thus merely defers a resolution which, from another 
perspective, is already known.’36 
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Tolstoy’s claim of disinterest in ‘artistic invention’ was therefore invalidated by 
the writing process he embarked on. He might have believed he was seeking the 
‘morphology’ of his soul, but he was writing it out having the blueprint of known 
memories at hand and the frames and filigree of language and narrative crafting to get the 
most out of those memories to his literary satisfaction. 
* 
The expectation of redemption is a literary convention, particularly in fiction, that 
overlaps with theological—or more precisely, Christian, desirability—where in the space 
of a contrived narrative a character may be morally renovated, just as a religious 
conversion may overhaul a sinner’s life. You do not believe this. You believe that in a 
person of secular conscience there is no God to know or oversee oneself and therefore no 
obligation except a peer group’s requirement to redeem oneself for the sake of social 
acceptance. You do believe that writing about yourself over and over provides you with a 
sort of cavernous self-knowledge. But you do not believe any kind of self-knowledge 
improves you morally. You are not Saint Augustine presenting his sins to his God in his 
memoir-prayer Confessions in an effusion of faith: ‘So then, I should be null and void and 
could not exist at all, if you, my God, were not in me.’37 
You believe the opposite manifests. A self-loathing can be propagated that injects 
overwhelming dejection into your daily moods. You become resentful of optimism in 
others. You become ingenious at disguising this saturnine condition. It follows that you 
do not believe there is anything that matters but the advancement of yourself, your status 
in society, your career. You believe yourself entitled to success well in excess of your 
abilities. You become a cunning manipulator of family members and colleagues. You 
appear inured to criticism, though that is only your façade of cool indifference. You are 
so wounded by criticism that you fantasise about the death of your detractors. A minor 
criticism may stimulate a fantasy of petty revenge: smashing the tailgate of the critic’s 
car, or spreading an unpleasant rumour. But criticism more serious, threatening to your 
self-esteem, requires crueller vengeance. The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders considers such behaviour Narcissistic Personality Disorder.38 
In your latest novel Off the Record, the main character is Callum Smith. Is he 
you? Hand over that secret. Don’t stay silent. Have you turned coward now and refuse to 
give up that secret? Callum Smith displays NPD from first page to last, surely: self-
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aware, self-obsessed, but devoid of unconditional empathy, even for his wife and son. He 
experiences wallowings of guilt and is arrogantly dismissive of guilt, in turn. He has 
grand expectations for his career and family life one minute, and is convinced he is a 
worthless failure the next. 
In none of your books have you written an adult character that has stared so much 
into the mirror of his nature. Yet, he has no intention of renovating his character. He says 
early in the work: 
I do not believe in honesty. It is not worth the misery it activates. Honesty is a thief—it 
steals your life. The people you are honest with are at its mercy. It tricks you into thinking 
you’re doing the right thing. Charms your mind’s eye from the should-have-seen 
consequences.39 
This makes more sense to you than all the altruistic rhetoric of Tolstoy or Nabokov. If 
writing is a quest for meaning, has it led to nothing for you but this realisation by your 
creation Callum Smith that truth is harmful? Is it better to commit the ‘smiling lie of 
omission’, as Callum puts it?40 Let’s go back to the start of your writing life to find out. 
When and how did it begin, this ‘exaggerated talking’ of yours? 
	    




St. Arnaud, Victoria, Australia, 1989. You made two life-changing discoveries that year.  
Firstly, that your lover, Alexandra, had a large lump in her breast. You felt the rough 
thing like a broccoli head beneath her skin while caressing her during sex. Secondly, that 
narrative was essential to your poetry: it is a poor practitioner of poetry who produces 
work that makes no obvious sense on the first reading. Poetry that has no narrative was 
merely impressionistic rambling, in your view. You were twenty-seven and had read 
enough to know your mind: the less narrative in a poem the less talented the poet, you 
believed.  
Narratives are difficult. A beginning, middle and story told in the space of twenty 
to forty lines requires skill, discipline, rewriting, patience. You saw these qualities in the 
Ulster poets. Seamus Heaney, for instance. His poem ‘The Follower’, where a boy 
stumbles behind his father during ploughing. Then the story-poem’s twist in the final 
stanza of six four-line stanzas: ‘But today / It is my father who keeps stumbling / Behind 
me and will not go away.’41 
It is possible to feel as a reader that a set of words has been borne to the page to sit 
there as a perfectly realised word-object of narration. You saw how the final lines linked 
back to the opening lines in an ironic transition of roles between father and son. Such a 
gentle poem but with the pinprick sting of the ageing father, the spectre of his mortality, 
the seasonal activity of ploughing, of involvement in the natural cycle of the natural and 
pastoral world, compounding the irony. 
Or Michael Longley’s ‘Wounds’, an elegy for the poet’s Protestant father who 
lived in a Northern Ireland riven in violent Sectarianism. The poem begins: 
Here are two pictures from my father’s head – 
I have kept them like secrets until now: 
First, the Ulster Division at the Somme 
Going over the top with ‘Fuck the Pope!’ 
‘No Surrender!’: a boy about to die, 
Screaming ‘Give ’em one for the Shankhill.’ 
The sectarianism gives no space for personal grief. This is a death in a place and era 
where killing routinely enters the living room at night in the shape of a polite assassin: 
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… a shivering boy who wandered in 
Before they could turn the television down 
Or tidy away the supper dishes. 
To the children, to a bewildered wife, 
I think ‘Sorry Missus’ was what he said.42 
This was a style of poetry, spare in descriptive language, conversational in tone, and 
active. It seemed a long way from Wallace Stevens’ wariness of ‘the pressure of reality’ 
and the possibility that it threatens the contemplative powers of the poet. Stevens says: 
By the pressure of reality, I mean the pressure of an external event or events on the 
consciousness to the exclusion of any power of contemplation… But when one is trying 
to think of a whole generation and a world at war, and trying at the same time to see what 
is happening to the imagination, particularly if one believes that this is what most matters 
most, the plainest statement of what is happening can easily appear to be an affectation.43 
Affectation? This from a poet whose verse was a litany of foppish affectation. Yes, he 
was the writer of the sense-making poems ‘The Snow Man’, ‘Anecdote of the Jar’, ‘The 
Man with Blue Guitar’ and ‘The Bird with the Coppery, Clean Claws’,44 but these four 
poems were all you could admire in Stevens’s entire poetic oeuvre. His essays from The 
Necessary Angel impressed you more. What a pity, you thought, that he did not adhere to 
his own theories on poetry when writing his poems (exceptions being the four poems 
mentioned above): 
Poetry is a satisfying of the desire for obvious resemblance or at least an adumbrant. As 
the mere satisfying of a desire, it is pleasurable. But poetry, if it did nothing but satisfy a 
desire, would not rise above the level of many lesser things. Its singularity is that in the 
act of satisfying the desire for resemblance it touches the sense of reality, it enhances the 
sense of reality, heightens it.45 
But where was the reality in his poem, ‘An Ordinary Evening in New Haven?’: ‘The 
eye’s plain version is a thing apart, / The vulgate of experience. Of this, / A few words, an 
and yet, and yet, and yet–’.46 
Or his ‘Sad Strains of a Gay Waltz?’: ‘The truth is that there comes a time / When 
we can mourn no more over music / That is so much motionless sound.’47 
To you this writing was merely intimated religiosity, an affecting of biblical 
cadence and tone. At its core it was no more than platitudinous swooning, devoid of the 
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toil of shaping narrative or a core image to bind it to any reality, let alone heighten that 
reality. 
You were determined that exaggerated talking and narration should be in your 
poems. They should have the directness of the Ulster Poets Heaney and Longley, but 
admit obliquity and humour as demonstrated by their younger contemporary Paul 
Muldoon in his collections New Weather, Mules, Why Brownlee Left and Quoof.48 Chris 
Wallace-Crabbe calls Muldoon’s poetry ‘decadent or playful gestures of big-city 
Postmodernism: gestures and learned games.’49 
Set yourself this task, you said: pick a topic, a nature scene, a dramatic situation 
and transport it through the re-materialising agency of language from physical action and 
imagery to a written representation, what you would come to call ‘page self’. 
What a natural you were! Or was it such an easy technique after all that you had 
overstated its apex status in authoring? ‘Over Here!’ was no trouble at all. It was a 
sensible start to have reportage in a poem. You were writing for the local newspaper at 
the time and did court reporting every fortnight. There were burglaries in St Arnaud, 
petty-crime teenagers robbing shops for smokes, or the bowling-club bar fridge for a 
liquored-up night. It was no leap of imagination to write of a boy-thief hiding in the 
park’s lake by police and drowning there: ‘The burglar at Silvermines was a boy in the 
water.’ Plain, strong, dramatic statement. Fourteen syllables, or beats, as you call them, 
giving the language a tonal lift and subtle music: exaggerated talking. Twenty-seven lines 
long. Middle section: ‘His purple mouth was like an eye ripped out- / It would have to be 
forced closed by someone’. Last line: ‘And nothing in the world seemed as big as he.’50 
You settled on that style from then on. Like a natural rhythm you could summon 
when dancing with your lexicon partner. 
There in ‘Bullion’: ‘If you have business with them though you have nothing.’51 
It’s a poem about a homeless man. You used to see such men harbour-side in Sydney 
when you were a boy. They stared at the water as if it was their job to stare. The last line 
of the poem links back to the first note of loneliness and aimlessness. The man turns to 
discuss the light’s play on water with someone. But there is no one there, just their 
solitary self. 
Don’t imagine that choosing such subject matter was a humanitarian exercise. 
You were already suspicious of the literary convention that reading improves one’s 
capacity to empathise. Empathy defined by Graham Little as ‘the cognitive effort in 
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sympathy.’52 It is no more than a lazy platitude, you believed. All empathy means, in the 
context of reading, is selecting a character or characters one is comfortable sympathising 
with to the exclusion of the characters one is not. It is, in fact, a self-centred act. A way of 
projecting oneself into the experiences of others so as to see oneself reflected. Little 
writes: 
The risk is I’ll never learn anything about anyone but myself. Subjectivity used to know 
you is one thing; subjectivity used to re-make you in my image, is clearly another. Too 
much, or faulty empathy, leads me to think something is outside me, real and objective, 
when it’s only myself—my wishes and fears, my defences—bundled up and projected.53 
You need empathy to write, of course. ‘Empathy means being able to see the world 
through other eyes, and by itself it’s neutral,’ Little says. But there is a catch. 
‘Advertisers, spin-doctors, con men and dictators depend on empathising with their 
customers, clients, citizens and victims.’54 You, the writer, were able to see through a 
homeless man’s eyes, but only by imagining him as slightly drunk and delusional and 
having a vision of seeing bars of gold in the water because of the play of sunlight. There 
was no profound feeling involved on your behalf. You faked the feeling of being in this 
imagined man’s situation for a moment, seeing through this imagined man’s eyes what 
you had to feel or see sufficient to get a poem out of it, a pretty set of plain words 
contained in a small narrative that affected a pleasing, sanguine mood. You then moved 
on in search of another person-subject to perform empathy about in a work. You cannot 
abide a simplistic definition of empathy as something almost amatory, an unambiguous 
transportation deep into the reality of another person or another period in time, a reality 
that, Aileen Kelly writes, can even extend empathic penetration to ‘historical situations, 
values and forms of life that are not one’s own: a sense of the unique flavour and 
potentials of a given situation, which are compounded of the factors too complex, 
numerous, and minute to be distilled into laws.’55 
Your empathy is on a much smaller scale, more along Little’s lines: the empathy 
that advertisers and con men use to get the job done. You practised faking empathy on a 
homeless man in ‘Bullion’ and a drowned boy-burglar in ‘Over Here!’. Soon you did not 
need to fake empathy so much because the writing started to get very personal. 
* 
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That first discovery of 1989, the breast lump, was cancer. There was a mastectomy, 
chemotherapy. You would marry the woman in a few years. You loved her, a waning 
love even before your banns, but more to the point, you felt a responsibility to stay with 
her. You would soon wish she had died of the cancer: a clean end to the relationship. But 
such wishful thinking was not there in 1989. What a terrible thing to think, let alone say! 
Yes. But it is true. You felt it day after day. It was felt-true. Deep true. How exhilarating 
to be so honest with yourself. Is ‘honest’ the right word? Waleed Aly defines honesty as a 
compelling need to speak up in a way that is ‘acting against one’s interest.’56 Therefore 
you are not being honest. You would never say something that was against your best 
interest. Let’s call your kind of honesty ‘you-honesty’. It is ‘honesty’ in that you believe 
it will benefit you. You might not at that moment know how. But that’s the way you-
honesty works. You trust in its / your cunning to serve, ultimately, your best interest. It is 
as if you have broken bonds with humanity and fly above it like a ghoulish God looking 
down on a lesser people who are too obedient to received etiquette. You really are Callum 
‘Words’ Smith, aren’t you? A little taller than him. And ten years older. But him 
nonetheless. Don’t bother answering. If you and he are one in the same then your ‘yes’ 
would mean ‘no’, your ‘no’ ‘yes’. 
In 1989 you were not yet ready to put such you-honesty into words. You weren’t 
far off, but the honesty would be measured, guarded to protect Alexandra’s feelings. You 
were years away from letting your ghoulish god-mind say whatever it wanted without 
inhibition and concern for wrong and right. In the meantime, you had technical issues to 
resolve: the tone you would write in, the way you would talk onto the page. Exaggerated, 
superior, vulnerable, an impotent rage at being alive, though with no clear reason for 
rage. In fact, the word ‘rage’ is not the right word at all. Ennui is better, which was sad 
for a man still in his twenties, notwithstanding your relationship with Alexandra and her 
cancer, her scarred body, which had become repulsive to you. Wishing her dead exposed 
yourself most starkly to yourself: your brutish self-centredness and self-pity, your 
absence of shame. 
* 
James Wood says in an exchange with Karl Ove Knausgaard: 
It seems to me you come from a long Romantic tradition of wanting to get beyond 
language, to be at one with nature, but also from a twentieth-century tradition of secular 
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disenchantment. In your work there is a feeling that the magic of the world, which was 
once religious, once coherent, is gone, and there we live in an aftertime.57 
Being ‘at one with nature’ was not an impulse you valued. You did have the impulse, but 
nature itself, or more precisely the Australian natural world, its fauna and flora, did not 
interest you. You could not understand how it could interest anyone. If you had stayed in 
New Zealand things might have been different. There you saw as a boy the beauty of the 
green hills and paddocks. The fertile earth where if you jumped up and down on the spot 
you could hear the rains, so plentiful in that country, trickling away through the black 
soil. Australian landscape was ugly. It still is to you. The brittle gum trees, the dust-dirt of 
the land. 
New Zealand was better. But you were too estranged from the place, having been 
moved by your parents so young. You attempted Australian landscape poems but those 
poems, like you, were not at one with the place. The best you could do was to pretend you 
were in New Zealand in a poem such as ‘Thistles’, where the ‘rapids of grass are as silver 
as water,’58 or ‘Rain’: ‘Long fingers of everything handle it, / It reeks of leaves / And 
shakes its tin parts / Having the wind to breathe / And the nostrils of smokeless 
chimneys.’59 
When you read Australian nature poetry you sought out the poems whose 
landscapes most resembled New Zealand, or resembled no-where—a non-place of clever 
metaphors. John Anderson, for example: 
But here, in these sunsets: 
the particular curious greens of leaves in half silhouette 
the black light thrown round tree trunks, branches, 
the curious darks of grass hollows, 
Each shade waxing, waning, ductile before each possibility 
of pink and crimson, each evening blue 
Perhaps Australia is a moth 
Perhaps she opens her most beautiful 
her most curious wings 
at dusk60 
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Or, ‘The bluegum / smokes a long cigar. / A silver cloud is parked beside it. / The gravel 
is washed / and a Canberra diplomat / in a slim dinner suit / is idling his legs from the 
bonnet.61 
Does this attitude of yours fall into the category of ‘negation’ in the context of an 
inexplicable absence within and without the self? A mystical, spiritual absence of God-
faith? Or a more mundane quotidian context: a pessimistic lack of faith in your abilities to 
scramble your way through life—the duties and regimen of work, marriage? A pessimism 
accompanied by a tendency to wallow in pessimism/negativity, always hoping that such 
indulgence is necessary for the making way for an opposite: an affirmative presence. 
This mundane context lends negation a practical purpose, similar to Kurrik’s 
description of negation as ‘the rupture without which thought cannot begin…. Negation 
demands some kind of mediation and this mediation in turn introduces the necessity of 
some kind of levelling or ordering.’62 
She adds, 
Negation is a pivotal moment, a moment suggesting the possibility of a return, a return to 
what may have been excluded, lost, dominated, or suppressed in the mediation or a return 
to what was as yet undifferentiated, nonelaborated, whole, or unified before the act of 
negation.63 
Applied to literature, negation, according to Kurrik, leads to ‘the necessity of studying a 
text outside of itself, from the perspective of what it excludes and in the cultural context 
that illuminates the exclusion.’64 
When Paul Kane writes of the ‘thematics of negativity’65 in Australian poetry, he attempts 
to confine a definition of negation from being an agglomerated ontological reaction to an 
absence of a divine connection with human consciousness to something more manageable 
for use in investigating Australia’s poetic shibboleths. He says, 
The representation of “other”, as a negation of European or Western matrixes of culture, 
climate, geography and botany, is at the heart of how (white) Australia has thought of 
itself, and to a large extent continues to do so.66 
Add to that sort of negation the negation of having spent eleven years of your childhood 
in New Zealand and then, despite having been born in Australia, become effectively a 
migrant in your own birth-country, you have no sense of belonging to any country. 
Instead, you began to think of yourself as belonging only to the country of yourself. As 
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Kane writes, ‘Absence itself becomes both an origin and an absent origin (both a point of 
departure for certain poets, and a departure from any sense of origin as a ground).’67 
And so it was for you—the poet-you, and soon, the prose-you of memoirs and 
novels. The country of yourself was a place but also an absence of place, which is to say, 
an absence of ‘ground’, absence of a land and landscape that might be called home. That 
was not a complaint. It was an opportunity. 
Wallace-Crabbe says, 
The poet (or artist) is radical in wanting to make something utterly new, to cast off 
shackles of cliché and convention; yet he/she is also conservative in casting an appeal to 
readers to cherish the past and its valued moments as they are held in the craft of 
language.68 
He goes on to include ‘memories, loves, landscapes’ in the cherishing process. 
But you were not the cherishing kind. For you cherishing had too sweet a flavour. 
Cherishing was not to be trusted to nourish your poetry or your life. Your mood-self had a 
palate for sour tastes and peppery pricks of irony. Kurrik says, ‘Irony withholds 
judgement; it can remain in suspension. Tragedy seeks judgement.’69 
You dispute the idea that irony withholds judgement, but agree that it can be held 
in suspension. Held back as a strategy to imply that one is superior of intellect and above 
expressing overt judgement. Quiet contempt is more serious seeming. As Linda Hutcheon 
asserts, irony can be ‘elitist’ and ‘exclusionary’ if used by a cunning and imperious 
aggressor.70 Judgement seeks justice or vengeance, and these may require an energetic 
skirmishing deed, which is not to everyone’s taste. 
But what of your ghoulish God-self flying above lesser others? That self surely 
judges and thus is a vengeful God? That God is surely not in a state of ironic detachment. 
Kurrik says, ‘Within tragedy, however, moments of absolute ironic detachment 
abound.’71 
That sort of God is not a tragic hero of the self because it is not angry. That God is 
suspended even beyond introspection. 
‘The tragic hero seems to know that the ironic man becomes alienated from actuality and 
from himself, that his own being is not actual. He seems to know, in other words, that the 
ironist’s logicality is an evasion of the psychological and the affective.’72 
The ironist is therefore too coolly rational for anger. Or by temperament and intellect 
given to the quiet-contempt strategy mentioned above. Anger by stealth, not deed. 
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And in you the ironist has humour. Your kind of humour, not smutty or directly 
relevant to current political issues, but humour that a tender reader might wince from for 
its lack of sentimental decoration and its scorn for social pretension and its unease with 
domestic life and its responsibilities and rituals. 
Fortunately-unfortunately you had a suitable poem-story right in front of your 
pen. Last and first lines that linked, and with such suspension-irony throughout the forty 
lines, and a secret within it to do with that shivering moment when you felt Alexandra’s 
grotesque broccoli head inside her soft breast. In ‘The Lopper’ all this happened by 
accident. You began by imagining yourself on a cherry-picker lopping tree branches. 
Being hoisted in your mind into the air reminded you of riding a Ferris wheel, fancy-free, 
with ‘handfuls’ of show bags and candy floss, as a boy. The poem’s last line brings you 
from the air to the ground’s reality: ‘My hands full of serious weight, I take my turn.’73 
An allusion to that disgusting broccoli head. The horrible months that followed, the 
mutilating operation of Alexandra’s breast removal. Her misery, fear, hatred of the world 
because it was she who had cancer and not some older, worthless human-cur of which the 
earth surely had so many. You being you, you took a poem-story from the period, 
‘Showing’. That is as close to fact as you’ve ever written. Even Alexandra thought the 
work an accurate description of the day she showed you her scar for the first time. You 
wrote it from her viewpoint. She was standing in the bathroom. ‘I’m ready. Careful what 
you say, you know.’ Even before the towel dropped you had started on the poem. ‘A 
pinkening seam where my breast used to be.’74 You thought up that line before you saw it 
was pink. If it had not have been pink it wouldn’t have mattered. But pink had the right 
feel: the feel-sound on the line. It was the first thing you looked for, wasn’t it? Pink seam 
for a poem. Don’t squirm in your chair. It was, wasn’t it? 
There you go, flaking off without answering. 
* 
You should mention the other breast business. Pure coincidence: just before Alexandra’s 
diagnosis and her surgery and that bathroom and pink seam scene, you had been working 
on a play, The Ones Out of Town, about a fourteen-year-old girl who gets pregnant (father 
unknown) and rejects the infant. The girl’s mother takes over caring for the baby and 
becomes so committed to the role that she develops breast milk. You’d had that storyline 
in mind since you were sixteen watching ‘dry’ cows adopt orphaned calves, letting them 
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suck their teats that in a few weeks became wet with milk. You hate plays—all the 
emoting of the actors, and having to collaborate with them and with directors who want to 
change lines. What on earth were you doing writing a play? It’s not real literature. It was 
in earlier eras, but not by the time you were writing one, that was your conclusion. 
Perhaps you should concede that your play was not literature and better playwrights’ 
plays were. You won’t concede that. Your hubris is stouter than reason. 
The play was produced in 1991.75 What an ungrateful God-self you are to 
consider the experience so trivial—a false artistic start. You should have written the story 
as a novel instead of a play. You eventually did in 2011–12. It became Tree Palace.76 
Here comes more negation: it was a good enough novel, though you wish it wasn’t so 
gentle, so nice. It was as if you were daring yourself to say, ‘Look at me. I can perform 
the redemption myth. It’s so easy. I’ve fooled you.’ The novel had a well-wrought 
redemptive ending: mother reunites daughter and grandchild in a breastfeeding scene with 
a two-word sentence for the ending contrived to bring a tear to a reader’s eye, or at least 
make their chest rise and sigh. You do endings efficiently. Your first-and-last-line linkage 
system developed in your poems served you well when it came to Tree Palace. And in 
Off the Record. But let’s keep focused on the cancer period, because you didn’t write 
autobiographically for a long while after the pink-seam poem. You wrote a verse-play, 
Look at Everything Twice, for Me in 1992 about a sick woman, Heather, who gets a 
second chance at life by receiving a heart transplant.77 You didn’t expect it to be 
produced—who would bother with a play in verse? (It was produced and published seven 
years later.) You wrote it because you were so sour being a young man around the sick 
people in hospitals while Alexandra had her operations and her check-ups and her 
chemotherapy. You wanted a new life, a second go at it, like Heather. What loyalty you 
had to Alexandra and the preservation of her life had wasted away into resentful self-
centredness. 
Then this happened: you stopped writing altogether. To hell with it, you declared 
to yourself. Where was literature going to get you? Scrounging around for government 
grants to eke out a living. You wanted money. You wanted a fine-wool suit on your 
shoulders and Italian shoes on your feet. You wanted to walk down a city street and be 
considered a man of means not a poet-pauper. You decided to stop writing small-town 
journalism to finance your frugal St Arnaud life. You wanted martinis and nightclubs. 
You wanted to carouse while still relatively young. To do that you had to get out of St 
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Arnaud and head to Melbourne. To do that you had to leave Alexandra. Not leave in 
sense of being temporarily apart from her. But leave for good. Not have her in your life. 
Because the relationship had become hopeless, toxic.  
Alexandra sensed your plans. She knew you didn’t love her. She was no fool. She 
went through your telephone records. She saw a number you were ringing too often for 
her liking. Another woman. A friend of hers. You bastard. You were cheating on her. 
Indeed you were. You weren’t going leave your home without another home to go 
to. You weren’t brave enough for that. You weren’t going to cause upheaval without 
having fallen in love with someone else to make the upheaval worthwhile. You’d also 
lined up a city-based journo job. The upheaval was going to be worth it. And it was. It 
probably helped send Alexandra to an early grave, encouraged her cancer to flourish. If 
so, you’re sorry. ‘Sorry, Alexandra.’ You in fact said that to her. But sorry is an 
untrustworthy word, used to smooth things over, or try to smooth them over. It is a self-
serving word, in that it relieves guilt. You regretted nothing. You still don’t. So much for 
‘sorry’. 
* 
What a fine life you lived in Prahran and South Yarra, St Kilda, Southbank. You were a 
highly paid journo now. You couldn’t believe your luck. You’d done little to deserve it. 
You’d taken the techniques you’d learned from writing poetry and wrote journalism that 
way, that was all: nine to ten beats in the opening line to give it a felicitous cadence. The 
first and last lines linked ironically like your best poems. You acquired a reputation as an 
original print journalist, a stylist. That didn’t say much for your competitors. You felt a 
fraud. But you took the big money and dressed like a millionaire and drank booze like a 
thirsty dero. Your home life with your new love was exquisite. Hedonistic, yes: parties 
and clubs. But secure. Normal. A family life with two stepkids. You almost believed 
yourself respectable. You have little patience for respectability and rectitude. You were 
your parents’ son. You preferred a mildly transgressive life. Your hedonism rescued you 
from the dullness of decency. 
* 
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Heidegger is wrong when he says of being drunk: ‘Of someone who is intoxicated we can 
only say he “has” something like rapture. But he is not enraptured. The rapture of 
intoxication is not a state in which a man rises by himself beyond himself.’78 
You’ve been drunk enough times to know that that assertion is wrong. To be sure, 
you didn’t rise beyond yourself by yourself—the alcohol was your helper—but you did 
rise higher many times nonetheless. You achieved Heidegger’s definition of rapture: ‘to 
be caught up in elation—and to be borne along by our buoyancy.’79 
Though not for long. Too much alcohol soon drags you back down, to a state of 
depressed self. And when the alcohol wears off you sink lower than a self should go. Low 
in your spirits and sick in body. Where do you most feel that ‘buoyancy’ at its most pure 
and natural? In writing, of course. 
There was no pure buoyancy in you being away from literature. Loneliness had 
swept in. Leaving literature was too much of a negation. All the parties, drinks and sex 
fun in the world can’t provide the same intimate company. You can cut off people from 
your life—you’ve done it many times, culling fair-weather friends and dissembling fops 
from this or that cocktail circuit. But you cannot, must not, cut off writing. Or more 
precisely you can easily cut off writing if it’s journo writing. Journo writing is ephemeral 
factory-style writing for money. But if it’s poetry or other self-writing then the absence is 
filled by loneliness. There is nothing affirmative in that space. By affirmative you do not 
mean redemptive. You do not believe in redemption, remember. To you, redemption is 
nothing more than a facile theological fantasy that survives in the secular literary world, 
especially literary fiction, because readers invest literature with the status of a secular 
religion. JM Coetzee writes in his novel Elizabeth Costello: ‘Like history, it [a literary 
novel] explores the respective contributions of character and circumstance to forming the 
present. By doing so, the novel suggests how we may explore the power of the present to 
produce the future.’80 
Produce the future? A novel? You don’t think so. You are reminded of Yeats’s 
verse-play The Shadowy Waters when you think of redemption. The scene where Forgael 
says, ‘We have fallen in the dreams the Ever-living / Breathe on the burnished mirror of 
the world / And then smooth out with ivory hands and sigh.’81 
Fallen in dreams, that’s what we do when we fall for redeemed characters in 
books. 




Kurrik says: ‘If the self is left unsupported and solitary to affirm itself, it will turn to self-
negation.’82 
A self-negated self is devoid of the prospect of affirmation. You had no 
affirmation. A self-destructive, perhaps pre-suicidal self is what you are left with without 
affirmation. 
Affirmation … seems to demand or require some other, either deep within or without, 
something valuable, positive, desirable, trustworthy, and known. The self in solitude 
seems to turn to pure negation. The self by itself does not appear large, global, or valuable 
enough for an act of affirmation.83 
You sound pathetic. Are you trying to muscle in on the so-called ‘marginalised’ 
memoirist, the kind that wants to tell the world how vulnerable they are? How victimised 
because of some trauma in their background, or racial difference or gender variant? You 
are suspicious of that kind of self as being a denomination of cultural currency that a 
person can trade on opportunistically to promote him/herself and relegate others. You call 
them the aristocracy of the aggrieved—those hoping to replace an entrenched cultural 
privilege with another—their new own—that will inevitably itself become entrenched and 
replaceable due to currency fluctuations in the marginalisation marketplace. 
As Aly says: 
I feel like we’re living in an age where vulnerability is a road to success…. Vulnerability 
earns you an audience, earns you plaudits in a way that an absence of vulnerability simply 
does not… Vulnerability is one of the most potent currencies of our age.84 
Where memoir narratives are concerned, this currency is used in the crude commercial 
formula for the misery memoir. Such memoirs, Linda Anderson says, may document the 
‘writer’s “inspirational” triumph over childhood abuse and deprivation…. The form uses 
its claims to truth to legitimate feelings of moral outrage while the horrific, bizarre or 
chaotic nature of the experience portrayed confirms, at the same time, the relative 
stability of the read.’85 
Then there is the currency of causes, of exhibiting conspicuous piety. And, if one 
is an author, using such piety for the generation of subject matter. In Elizabeth Costello, 
the protagonist, or rather, the agonist, we are told, 
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… no longer believes very strongly in belief. Things can be true, she now thinks, even if 
one does not believe in them, and conversely. Belief may be no more, in the end, than a 
source of energy, like a battery which one clips into an idea to make it run. As happens 
when one writes: believing whatever has to be believed in order to get the job done.86 
You are an opportunist, therefore you can ‘empathise’ with those currency dealers, those 
venalists, in Little’s sense: those ‘con-artists’ who, in Coetzee’s sense, ‘get the job done’. 
You’ve always been prepared to switch your identity to that which will sustain and 
advance you. From poet to journalist. From journalist back to poet. To memoirist, to 
novelist. You know firsthand that identity is flexible, disposable, replaceable as one 
refines one’s self for finessing one’s fortunes and misfortunes in life. Identity is 
untrustworthy, a crypto-currency of complaints, some petty, even sham, the assertion of 
ego in the name of rights. Isn’t it? You think so. For isn’t writing itself—putting one’s 
name to a piece of prose or verse—an expression of hope that the work will be good 
enough for admission to that career afterlife called posterity? 
You agree with Derrida: ‘He will of course die someday; and for however brief a 
time, the little phrase has some chance of surviving him, more a cinder than ever, there, 
and less than ever without anyone to say “I”.’87 
Linda Anderson says that autobiography ‘doubles the attempt to live through the 
name by also taking the name into the title of the work, it also increases its own 
involvement with death. In attempting to make use of the name as a guarantee of self-
presence, autobiography is deflected further from its aim, overrun by the death it releases 
through writing.’88 
That ‘involvement in death’, that ‘self-presence’ is not confined to putting one’s 
name to an autobiography. It is there in any writing—fiction or journalism. Posterity is 
the author’s Lassiter’s Reef. It is what you and your fellow writers hope for, 
pessimistically, even as you crave kudos and money in this lifetime. You are fossicking 
for the illusive vainglory-gold that will make your death rich with centuries of fame. 
* 
Back to your literary-loneliness period—it was about to finish. There will always be your 
unhappiness-self. Peter Porter writes: 
It is the little stone of unhappiness 
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which I keep with me. I had it as a child 
and put it in a drawer. There came 
a heap of paper to put beside it, 
letters, poems, a brittle dust 
of dust, sallowed by memory.89 
You have a little stone like that. You think of it as dark green as jade. Pale cracks in it 
from trying to throw the thing away. It always ends up back in your pocket. You feel it 
there now even as you contemplate this next section, your affirmation section. Even in 
affirmation the stone is hard and fits into your fist. 
Yet affirmation was to make all your negation worthwhile. But what does 
affirmation mean? A relief from one’s negative sense of self, if only temporarily? Or a 
feeling that one is keeping company with something larger than oneself— a community 
of people or a religious or political-ideological faith? 
No, in your case affirmation amounts to a poultice on the heavy heart, one that 
revivifies over and over the ailing ego. It is a poultice only of language’s making. It is a 
process in two stages: of voiding one’s ‘little stone’ self, then filling back up with 
something grander. Surly, yes, but in the language, an attempt at grand. 
Voiding? Filling? Does it mean the following?—You reject the redemption myth 
as being a convention stemming from outdated beliefs that one answers to a God outside 
of the ego’s God-self, a God of a kingdom beyond the stars. Or it is a myth that is merely 
a product of peer-group pressure to lead an ethical life by conforming to anodyne 
contemporary pieties. Or, at least, to be perceived as projecting an ethical nature in one’s 
writing. You are not part of society when you write: you are beyond morality. You feel a 
thrill in transgressing. You have no word for you in this state. Evil is too menacing. 
Selfish is too kind. Wickedness is close enough. You turn on those who have loved you 
as if their love was never felt by you as a bond that was loyal and strong. 
Yes, that is what you mean, isn’t it? Look at you, scrambling to the theorists to 
explain yourself. 
You want to say more on the subject of irony, because irony is one of the poultice 
stages, in your view. Without it there can be no negation. Because irony is the destroyer 
of self-worth, self-meaning, and that makes way for new constructions of yourself as 
writer, as a man. 
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You have Kurrik to back you up: ‘Irony is a destruction that dissolves actuality 
and its meaning and also the actuality of the ironist himself. Positively, it recognizes only 
paradoxes, irreconcilable oppositions, and alternatives.’90 
Yet, as Hutcheon, contends, irony ‘is like all other communication acts in that it is 
always culture-specific’ and relies on ‘the presence of a common memory shared by 
addresser and addressee.’91 She writes that in some cultural groups ‘there is a positive 
valuing of irony; in others, there is not. If you are a member of the first, you are more 
likely to develop an “ear” for irony or a “sense” of irony—though I suspect no one would 
want to rule out the role of temperament completely in this.’92 You certainly have that 
temperament. You wonder if it is so overdeveloped in you that what you think of as irony 
is little more than petty animosity and aimless grumbling presented as aesthetic remove. 
No wonder you feel so apart, so detached from those around you. So incapable of 
feeling you belong to any particular place, or have any home. Homes are just property 
investments to you. That’s the way you were brought up, and that’s the way you’ve 
stayed. What does ‘Words’ say in Off the Record regarding his marriage split?—‘Half my 
home is still mine and worth in this market well over a million. Take a hundred and fifty 
thousand off for the mortgage and there’s my life in dollar terms.’93 And you and ‘Words’ 
know very well that ‘dollar terms’ represents status: ‘The definition of life is holding on 
to where you are in society. Hopefully getting ahead and not falling back too far.’94 The 
theme of ‘getting ahead’ is in all your books. And when you get ahead do not feel obliged 
to be humble about it. As Feet says of owning a flashy house in Muck: ‘Relations will 
want to come and nose about. That’s the thrill of having a showpiece—you can show it 
off.’95 
Even when you write about falling in love you make love seem like a transaction 
involving rank and prestige: 
Being in love is a kind of being famous. Famous on a small scale to just one person. You 
are looked up to by them even if you’re really just a child-man. Love is having power 
over someone. You are the president of them and you are also their servant, and the 
person you’re in love with is president and servant back to you.96 
For all your apartness you do not feel lonely. You do not feel empty of emotion or 
imaginative felicity. Kurrik says, ‘Irony is the ruthlessness of the self’s negative 
capability to void itself.’97 You take John Keats’ definition of ‘negative capability’ as 
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relevant to you—‘when a man is capable of being in uncertainties, mysteries, doubts, 
without any irritable reaching after fact and reason.’98 
The self may void itself in the irony process, but that is not the end of the process. 
Derrida says that writing claims to be a presence, and in so being, substitutes itself for a 
presence and at the same time supplements a presence: ‘culminates and accumulates 
presence…. It intervenes or insinuates itself in-the-place-of; if it fills, it is as if one fills a 
void.’99 
And fill you must, or else negation leaves so deep a void that only a brooding, 
aimless solitude remains, an unproductive state of self-grief that never could produce 
more than bad health. The ‘levelling or ordering’100 part of negation that Kurrik referred 
to would be lost to you. For you, the writer, levelling and ordering means a dedication to 
perfecting form in your work—the ‘exaggerated talking’ you’ve mentioned: the dance of 
natural speaking rhythms with a lean, muscular lexicon partner. 
* 
RS Thomas’s poem ‘They’ is about a clergyman greeting parishioners at his back door. 
You’d read it during your St Arnaud period, but its power over you had not immediately 
taken hold. 
‘I take their hands, 
Hard hands. There is no love 
For such, only a willed 
Gentleness. Negligible men 
From the village, from the small 
Holdings, they bring their grief 
Sullenly to my back door, 
And are speechless.’101 
No love for those that Thomas, as their priest, was supposed to love? ‘Only a willed 
gentleness’ for them? This was an attitude you’d not encountered in modern literature. 
Certainly not in Australian literature. This poet was from Wales, a place you’d never been 
to. Still haven’t. And yet this Welsh priest made more sense to you, an Antipodean 
nonbeliever, than any writer. You who were born with your hands in your pockets and did 
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not hug back. You who were a boy to be feared. ‘Willed gentleness’ was the best you’d 
been able to muster towards others for most of your life. 
His poem ‘Welsh Landscape’ mocked the indigenous Welsh as ‘as impotent 
people, / Sick with inbreeding, / Worrying the carcass of an old song.’102 
He condescended to his parents, their inferior intellect and lack of spiritual 
curiosity in ‘Sorry’: 
Dear parents, 
I forgive you my life, 
Begotten in a drab town, 
The intention was good…. 
It was not your fault. 
What should have gone on, 
Arrow aimed from a tried bow 
At a tried target, has turned back, 
Wounding itself 
With questions you had not asked.103 
These poems circulated in you like a toxin, no, like a truth serum, a slow-acting serum 
that altered your sensibilities. Should you ever write again, that serum had cured you of 
obedience to good taste or respect for others’ feelings, whether friends, lovers, family or 
foe. Was that what Thomas was saying to you, this Welsh poet-priest? Do not care for 
ethical duties in writing? Do not think of writing as a moral activity to shore up the 
virtues of society? Go about your daily duties to family and friends and earning a living, 
but in your writing be dutiful only to the writing? Yes, you believed that was his message. 
He was saying: that God-self of yours, let it become so confident in its superiority over all 
peoples and their hectoring mores that it revels in its own hypocrisies and contradictions, 
and considers misanthropy a compliment, not a slight. It negates the need for love of 
people if love demands minding one’s manners in the service of one’s art. It is a bitter 
self, but funny. 
And yet, Thomas’s was a sentimental self, swooning at nature’s brutal beauty in 
poems such as ‘The Moor’: 
It was like a church to me. 
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I entered it on soft foot, 
Breath held like a cap in hand. 
It was quiet, 
What God there was made himself felt, 
Not listened to…104 
A self that was quarrelsome with the Christian God it believed in and couldn’t ever 
understand, yet wanted to worship because worship might bring a connection to… to 
what? To a nothing-something. To the relief and calm of resignation that one has no idea 
why one is on this earth, and for the sake of one’s enjoyment of life one should cease to 
contemplate life’s meaningfulness. In ‘Via Negativa’ Thomas writes: 
Why no! I never thought other than 
That God is that great absence 
In our lives, the empty silence 
Within, the place where we go 
Seeking, not in hope to 
Arrive or find.105 
In the essay ‘“The Fantastic Side of God”: R.S. Thomas and Jorge Luis Borges’, M Wynn 
Thomas says: 
He (RS Thomas) was agonizingly aware of endlessly “elucidating” the same old insoluble 
riddle of existence…. Much of RS Thomas’s religious poetry is devoted to the necessarily 
impossible attempt of resolving this dilemma of how to speak meaningfully of a God 
whose essential nature is the negation of speech.106 
Then there is the problem of speaking meaningfully of and to one’s own self. Wynn 
Thomas says of Thomas, ‘There was never any getting beyond that paradox—that the self 
can never become objective to itself and so can never become the “subject” of self-
understanding.’107 
These are frustrating notions to have in your head when obliged to minister self-
confidently to parishioners with a heart full of simple God-given love. 
‘They’ ends: 
…Daily I take their side 
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In their quarrel, calling their faults 
Mine. How do I serve so 
This being they have shut out 
Of their houses, their thoughts, their lives?108 
This ending prompts G.S. Fraser to conclude that, ‘(Thomas) is a highly educated man 
preaching to clods, but before them he feels a strange humility.’109 
Humility? You are not sure. You admire Fraser’s statement that Thomas was 
‘born to speak out of the grief and rage; like so many clergymen whose dedication is to 
God as love he is much more lucky in the uncovenanted mercy of a gift for hate!... Hate is 
perhaps an extreme of exasperated love.’110 
But you suspect Fraser has been sucked in by Thomas. For this Welsh poet-priest 
was a performer on the page. He too was an opportunist. You are sure of it. 
In Byron Rogers’s biography of Thomas, The Man Who Went into the West, 
Rogers writes Thomas ‘admits to little curiosity about people. “It sounds bad for a parson 
to say that, doesn’t it? I’m slightly deaf to people. I hear the sounds of nature more.”’111 
Thomas’s son Gwydion says of his father, ‘Apart from the visits to the sick, he 
was a very idle priest. He was almost incapable of being with other people.’112 His father 
‘was an actor’, says Gwydion.113 His first priority in life was his poetry. He would say to 
Gwydion: ‘I don’t care if nobody reads my poems.’ To which Gwydion would reply 
shrewdly: ‘What are you publishing them for then?’114 
Thomas claimed to be a Welsh nationalist who despised the English, yet he 
married an Englishwoman, sent Gwydion to English boarding schools and Oxford 
University, and accepted the Queen’s Gold Medal for Poetry.115 
As for worrying about using his private life in his writing, or the lives of others, 
he placed poetry first. 
No, I wouldn’t keep it (a poem) back if it’s good. I don’t like people knowing about me, 
but you’re prepared to wear your heart on your sleeve if it’s any good. Everyone’s 
prepared to make a great sacrifice for art.116 
* 
Your fresh period of ‘exaggerated talking’ started in 2002. You were reporting for the 
Herald Sun and it made good sense to write three poems called Journo. 
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My desk’s across from Racing. 
I’m Murders-Paedophiles-Falls from Grace 
who bellow back through a fly-screen 
while my pen wags across the page.117 
That summed up your daily routine: murders, paedophiles or people who’d had a 
respectable life and succumbed to lust or greed and the next thing they had you knocking 
on their door to destroy their reputation. A cruel job, but it paid well. A few martinis and 
your conscience was cleansed, just like Callum ‘Words’ Smith in Off the Record. 
And just like ‘Words’ you were always willing to pass on your sarcastic wisdom 
to junior staff: 
I wait for the dead to happen. 
“That’s why it’s called a deadline.” 
I yawn to the new girl, 
like showing off a callus, a scar. 
She frowns admiringly. 
She’s never seen a corpse but wants to.118 
So much for Off the Record being fiction. There’s a bit too much of you in there. You 
should have published half of the book as memoir. Or at least a third. 
* 
Several of your poems pop up in prose form in your memoirs and novels. Your erotic 
boyhood predilection for older women in ‘Brett’s Mum’ in Necessary Evil: 
She breathed herself up to my face—the Alpines 
going bad, the drinks of the day— 
lifted her goggle-bra to let me when 
I reached through wire and nylon to her skin.119 
This poem inspired the Genevieve pages of Hoi Polloi.120 You still get a tingle of carnal 
gratification reading them. 
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‘Suburban Confidential’121, with its pickpocketing characters and your devious 
rifling in your parents’ private drawers, is in Hoi Polloi too.122 And ‘Race Day’123 and 
‘On Course’124. You can’t sue yourself for stealing your own lines. A shortcoming of 
poetry, apart from the minuscule readership, is the limitations it places on the structure of 
scenes. The better you get as a narrative poet, the better you get at paring back the 
language to the most effective distillation. 
You were writing about the healthy parents of your childhood at the same time 
you were witnessing in your forties their deterioration from old age, illness and rancorous 
eccentricity. 
In the poem ‘Plastic Flowers’125 they spent their final years in front of ‘the TV 
sun’, your mother’s ankles ‘swelled from too much sitting’. In ‘The Live-Long Day’126 
you described them as being ‘like hobos of their own home’ who 
stare and sleep in yellowing armchairs, 
two carrier bags always at their feet— 
inside are the things they’ll need for hospital 
when next one or other has a funny turn: 
her nightie, baby powder, his pyjamas, teeth…. 
They’ll hear no mention of nursing homes— 
‘You just want the house,’ ‘You just want us dead.’ 
You did not want them dead. You mourned them even before they had died. You had 
hated and loved them all your life. What would you do without them? Your mother with 
her puffy, peeling legs, still trying to tart herself up like the old days: crumbly red lipstick 
and blackened lashes. Your father still trying to be the spiv man shaving his face that was 
grey now that his prostate’s cancer had burst loose and spread. What a horrible thing life 
is, you thought. In viewing their demise, you glimpsed your future fate. Parenthood is an 
act of murder that it made your bones or your parents’ or anyone’s: the perfect crime is 
creation. ‘I am its DNA’ you wrote in ‘Ash Saturday’.127 Your end might well be similar 
to your father’s—losing control of his bowels in his hospice bed and you soaking a 
flannel to wipe his arse, the first time you’d touched his privates. Except, of course, 
there’ll be no you to wipe your soiling body, childless as you are. You just hope there’s a 
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kindly nurse to take pity as one took pity on your dad and helped him on to peacefulness 
and death with a last injection. 
You haven’t turned those poems into prose yet. You will. ‘Ash Saturday’ is a 
respectful elegy written at a time when respectfulness was all you could summon. His 
death in 2004 was no time to be too true to life. Give your father a loving elegy, you 
thought. You probably should have left out the bowel business. You left out his death-
rattle final breath. You left out the green slime of his sweating. You left out your 
mother’s demented behaviour at his hospice bedside. Eighty-year-old Heels/Feet was 
confused, even amused, by the moment. Eighty-four-year-old Winks/The Duke had said a 
few weeks earlier, ‘Sorry to leave you with your mother’s problems’. He winked, as was 
his manner, but not with his usual mischievous humour. She’d been ‘difficult’, as he 
called it, all your life. But this new difficultness was Alzheimer’s-related. She couldn’t 
remember how to unlock a door. She’d always had mood swings, but now they involved 
her packing her purse and saying she was leaving home forever. She refused to speak to 
you on the phone for reasons never explained. Your father hushed up her mental 
condition. ‘She’s just getting old,’ he’d wink. ‘Always been narky.’ As he lay dying she 
smiled and said, ‘I’m going on a visit.’ Off she went into the corridor and into the rooms 
of other dying people. ‘Come back,’ you begged her. Your father’s breath was shallow 
and crackly. What if he died alone while you were off fetching her? 
Just then into your father’s room walked a tall bald man in his seventies. Hawaiian 
shirt, white walk socks, and long front teeth tipped with gold capping. 
‘Hello,’ he said, cheerfully. 
‘Who are you?’ 
‘I’m visiting.’ 
‘Do you mind? My father’s about to die.’ 
‘No problem, I’ll just sit here and wait.’ 
‘Get out now.’ 
‘I’m getting comfortable.’ 
‘Get out.’ 
And you grabbed his elbow and pushed him through the doorway.  
‘Mum,’ you called. ‘Come here, you’ll miss the moment.’ 
She didn’t come, so you went in search of her. You were only gone a minute and 
in that minute your father died. 




You also left out of ‘Ash Saturday’ the farce of his funeral in a Gold Coast chapel. How 
unlike you to miss a chance to display the farcical features of living. You’d written such a 
lovely oration for the old boy. Half an hour about his doing well in life for a working-
class lad from Invercargill at the bottom of New Zealand. Made good money as a 
publican, landowner, investor, racehorse breeder and owner. Part of that oration, about 
him dressing for the Sydney races, turned up in Hoi Polloi: 
He flicks his tie into a knot, buttons his tan waistcoat and yanks it down over his 
protruding belly…. He pulls his suit-coat lapel forward then bucks it off his shoulders and 
pulls it forward again until its weight is settled evenly across him…. He pushes a black 
porkpie hat very slowly onto his head, takes it off, strokes its green feather smooth, puts 
the hat on again.128 
You left out the part about the undertaker coming up to you after the ceremony as you 
wiped your tears away and your mother was complaining that the sandwiches provided 
did not have sufficient ham in them for her liking, and there wasn’t any alcohol which, 
given you’d organised the funeral, meant it was your fault because you were cheap. 
‘Sir, can I have a minute?’ the undertaker whispered. 
You both stepped away from the small gathering. 
‘Sir, that was a beautiful speech.’ 
‘Thanks.’ 
‘And as arranged we’ve videoed it.’ 
‘Thanks.’ 
‘The video is perfect.’ 
‘Excellent.’ 
‘One thing though. You might have noticed that the chapel interior has just been 
re-painted.’ 
‘Yes. It looks nice.’ 
‘Thank you. Unfortunately the painters forgot to plug the sound system back in.’ 
‘What?’ 
‘As I’ve said, the video is perfect. But, unfortunately, there’s no sound to go with 
it.’ 
‘No sound?’ 





You put into ‘Ash Saturday’ the scattering of his ashes in the surf at his local beach. But 
you left out how hard it had been to get the plug out of the plastic tube containing his 
ashes. You had to leave your mother sitting on the sand while you ran to her apartment 
for a screwdriver and hammer. She never did learn how to swim. By the time you got 
back to the beach the tide had come up and had reached her toes. She was screaming that 
you were trying to kill her by leaving her there to drown. Two surfies helped you pull her 
up onto a grass ledge, as she was effing and blinding about what a stupid, useless excuse 
for a man you were. She smiled her typical flirtatious smile at the surfies (old enough to 
be her grandchildren) and thanked them for their muscles. That’s when three policemen 
arrived and asked you to move away from your mother. A man fitting your description 
and carrying a screwdriver and hammer had been seen running down the street. Who runs 
down the street with a screwdriver and hammer? A burglar. A person up to no good. 
‘No, it’s my father’s ashes. I couldn’t open the plug.’ 
‘He’s trying to kill me,’ your mother yelled. 
‘She’s got dementia,’ you explained. ‘Here’s my dad’s ashes. I can’t get the plug 
out.’ 
‘It’s illegal to spread ashes in a public place,’ a cop said, but turned a blind eye 
while one of the surfies held the plastic canister and you aimed the screwdriver to the lip 
of the plug and tapped with the hammer. Off it came with a puff of your father’s death-
dust. 
* 
She didn’t like you dealing with her accountant and lawyer. They were sick of dealing 
with her because she didn’t make sense. But you sorted out your father’s will responsibly, 
made sure every cent of money went to your mother as directed. Debts were paid. Sound 
investments established.  
The night of his death, she sat in her TV chair and grinned and sipped white wine. 
‘I’m a wealthy woman.’ She’d never looked happier. You could have reached across and 
strangled her. You hated her from the dark depths of your hardened heart. The day you 
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scattered those ashes you wondered if you’d subconsciously left her on that beach on 
purpose with the tide rising the way it was. No, you don’t believe so. It was just you not 
paying attention to the tide. 
‘You were the biggest disappointment of your father’s life,’ she said as you both 
walked home from the scattering. You said nothing. She had that cruel grin she wore for 
when she knew she had you squirming. Alzheimer’s, it seems, does not moderate malice. 
‘Not a business bone in your body. Not the kind of son to pass things on to. Useless as tits 
on a bull.’ 
You couldn’t argue with that. You hadn’t quite finished writing Hoi Polloi yet but 
the ‘business bone’ comment stuck in your mind for your other memoir Muck. The main 
theme of which is the notion of ‘dynasty’. When you were a teenager your parents bought 
a valuable dairy farm of large dimensions and good income stream back in the old 
country—New Zealand. They owned a fine liquor store in Rose Bay North, Sydney, 
but— 
… what kind of legacy is a liquor store for a son! A father wants to pass on land. A father 
wants to create an estate and know that when he dies his son will have that same land 
under his feet. It’s a form of never dying. A dynasty will be born, from father to son, and 
son on to son and on it goes…. The dynasty has started with my father as the founding 
father and me his only son, the founding son…. All men should own a farm and be able 
to stand with an arm around their son and stare across their domain, their manor, like the 
duke of all they see.129 
Even as you read that now you feel a squeeze of sickly guilt through your gut. You 
couldn’t help that your version of ‘never dying’ was writing sentences. Sorry for the 
disappointment, Dad. He can rest in peace assured that you would have bankrupted the 
farm through neglect because of your dreamy bookishness and fey obsession with poems. 
It’s good he sold up when he did. Took the money and was spared the prospect of a 
ruined son. 
Mind you, there are more ways than one to be a ruined son. In your mother’s mind 
your very name was ‘mud’. She skipped to a latter distasteful instalment of your life on 
that walk home from the scattering. 
‘Your name must be mud everywhere. Who leaves their wife who’s had cancer!’ 
‘I do.’ 
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‘I sent my mink coat to her. Makes me ill to think your new female would put it 
on, and her hussy daughters that are no children of my blood.’ 
‘I should have left you on the beach.’ 
‘Can’t get rid of me that easy.’ 
She kept grinning. 
	    




While you were writing Hoi Polloi, you were revising poems that your ex-wife, Alex, had 
not destroyed in 1997. She’d realised that year that you were writing love poems for her 
friend Janet whom you were having an affair with, and would marry in 2002, the ‘new 
female’ your mother mentioned. You’d managed to hide a few poems away in your tax 
receipt folders—‘Ice House’ about your ‘wandering eye’ and your resentment of your 
marriage: 
I daydream I’ve already left: 
without her each morning I’d be able to wake, 
stretch in bed-warmth, blink used to light, not lie 
feigning sleep in case she cradles my back, 
her lap flexing for my elbow to lift 
to take her arm onto my chest.130 
‘Flirting’131 survived destruction—a destruction that was a theatrical event: a small fire 
Alex had lit in the bath on a length of foil and fed poems onto while you were out. This 
inspired the fire scene in your novel The Amateur Science of Love.132 Poems were 
changed to the sex-soiled underpants of the fictional you-character in that novel. Poems 
being burnt did not have the same dramatic frisson as semen-stained underpants. 
‘Lovesickness’133, ‘Break Up’134 and ‘Slacking’135 date from this period. As does 
‘Assignations’, about you and Janet conducting your affair in the outdoors, the St Arnaud 
forest: 
Luck so far these seven times: 
a roo might thump down the bushes’ alleys, 
or a parrot grind its scooter throat, 
but no-one to rush the word to town 
that we make the forest our motel 
whose leaf-taps drip for the hour we stay 
and our hands must flick smooth 
the ground’s hard bed from the wind’s last use.136 
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This poem celebrates the excitement of sexual betrayal, the thrill of secrecy, of cunning 
duplicity. You definitely are Callum Smith, the ‘liberated man’ of Off the Record who has 
‘set the animal’ in himself free. ‘Not caged up but all the mongrel let out.’137 
When you were a child you wanted to read books that would improve you, as 
cultural convention and your teachers suggested reading books could do. It did in that it 
improved your literacy. And this fuelled your ambition to be a writer. Does reading books 
improve you as a person, morally, ethically? No, it does not. Some of the most fickle, 
untrustworthy people you know are the best-read. Some of the most steadfast and 
trustworthy would never read a book if you paid them. Improving people is a task for 
finger-wagging ethicists and theologians, not storytellers. 
	    




When you came to write Hoi Polloi you had no exemplar to work from, or to copy. 
Memoir might well have been good enough for Tolstoy and Nabokov, but you worried 
that it wasn’t sufficiently ‘literary’ as a genre. A laughably pretentious concern, given you 
were working for a tabloid newspaper at the time. Yet that doubtless explains while you 
wanted to be seen as ‘literary’ in your serious writing. You wanted to be viewed as a 
better class of person than a mere journalist. You have always been a snob. Snobbishness 
gives you the confidence to exercise your proclivity for mockery and abrasive barbs at 
other people’s expense. It is a useful trait to possess if you wish to write ironic drama-
comedy. You inherited a penchant for snobbery from your mother. She was only a 
glorified barmaid and daughter of a butcher but she thought herself a better class of 
person than everybody, except, perhaps, the Queen. No, including the Queen. Indeed, 
your favourite book title for years was A Better Class of Person, the memoir by British 
playwright John Osborne. His mother too was a barmaid and a snob who enjoyed 
watching friends who had gone up the social and monetary ladder and then, when their 
fortunes took a turn for the worst, had slid down the social and monetary ladder. She 
liked watching people she envied suffer the little indignities in life, as your mother did, 
and you do. ‘Comfort in the discomfort of others was an abiding family recreation,’138 
Osborne writes. This was a tone that surely stuck in your memory and influenced your 
relishing of your poseur self in Hoi Polloi and Muck, and the sort-of-you Callum Smith of 
Off the Record. Osborne reminds you of what humour really is: ‘Humour is a kind of 
disappointment.’139 Disappointment in what, he doesn’t say. But you know what he 
means. He means disappointment in everything. In life itself. Life is not a gift but a chore. 
There was no influence on you from the memoirs of Patrick White and Janet 
Frame. They were among your favourite novelists but their memoirs left you cold. 
White’s Flaws in the Glass was utterly banal compared to his novels. There were 
interesting sections of predictable upper-crust self-loathing: ‘The puritan in me has 
always wrestled with the sensualist. As a child I felt ashamed of my parents’ 
affluence.’140 And moments of descriptive flourish: ‘vultures hovered overhead, or 
perched in anthropomorphous trees, or became transformed by motion into a flight of 
rusty umbrellas flapping after a funeral procession.’141 
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But this falls well short of the ingeniously florid imagery imposed on the quiet 
activity of a distorting mind present in The Aunt’s Story, the novel you consider his 
greatest; and the following passage from it part of his greatest paragraph of prose: 
Sometimes against the full golden theme of corn and the whiter pizzicato of the telephone 
wires there was a counterpoint of houses. Theodora Goodman sat. The other side of the 
incessant train she could read the music off. There were the single notes of houses, that 
gathered into gravely structural phrases. There was a smooth passage of ponds and trees. 
There was a big bass barn. All the square faces of the wooden houses, as they came, 
overflowed with solemnity, that was a solemnity of living, a passage of days.142 
As for Frame, her memoir prose took on a plain functionality as opposed to the poetic 
puzzles of her fiction prose, even though her fiction and her memoirs had the same 
narrative trajectories of descent into mental illness and the comical cruelties of an 
addlepated brain. There were moments of elegiac lyricism in a poem in An Angel at My 
Table: 
Put her costume on a hanger 
on the clothes-line for the wind 
to blow the shreds of sick disaster 
into the trees or the next town.143 
This would not have been out of place in Frame’s novel Faces in the Water where a 
mental hospital patient has bid farewell the sane and normal world, or rather, it has bid 
farewell to her: 
The disappearing crowds of people waved their dirty handkerchiefs held, fastidiously, 
between thumb and forefinger.144 
In An Angel at My Table Frame says, 
The future accumulates like a weight upon the past. The weight upon the earliest years is 
easier to remove to let the time spring up like grass that has been crushed.145 
This would have fitted neatly into Frame’s novel, Owls Do Cry, alongside, 
Soon after Christmas it was picnic time, with Christmas just buried, the grave filled in, 
and no one out walking in the sun or dark to discover the stone had rolled away.146 
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But you could not suppress your nagging concern that memoir didn’t really measure up as 
serious literature. Paul de Man’s assessment of autobiography as, at best, a minor literary 
genre didn’t help. In his essay ‘Autobiography as De-Facement’ he writes: 
By making autobiography into a genre, one elevates it above the literary status of mere 
reportage, chronicle, or memoir and gives it a place, albeit a modest one, among the 
canonical hierarchies of the major literary genres. This does not go without some 
embarrassment, since compared to tragedy, or epic, or lyric poetry, autobiography always 
looks slightly disreputable and self-indulgent in a way that may be symptomatic of its 
incompatibility with the monumental dignity of aesthetic values.147 
Where literary theory fits into the ‘canonical hierarchies’, he doesn’t say. Yet you with 
your snobbery took his words to heart. Had the autobiographical books of Karl Ove 
Knausgaard been published at this time, and you’d had the misfortune to read them, you 
might never have bothered writing memoir. Not because you believe Knausgaard’s work 
is intimidatingly good. Quite the opposite. The bulk of his translated writing is mundane, 
a conversational rambling devoid of arresting turns of phrase. Too diary-like and 
therefore too diffuse in the making. No ‘exaggerated talking’ to control and elevate it to 
artfulness let alone achieve de Man’s ‘monumental dignity of aesthetic values’. Unless 
it’s the fault of Knausgaard’s English language translators that such clichés as ‘A shiver 
ran down my spine’148 appear on the page. Hot weather in Greece is described as 
‘insanely hot’149. You don’t want to read such quasi-philosophical kitsch as ‘Everything 
is woven into memories, everything coloured by the mind.’150 
Fortunately, your snobbery stood you in good stead to renounce the notion that 
autobiographical writing was an inferior literary form. You went ahead and wrote Hoi 
Polloi and Muck. If autobiography was good enough for Tolstoy, Nabokov and Mantel, it 
was good enough for you. And to this day you dismiss de Man’s opinions by saying he’d 
have changed his mind if he’d read your memoirs. Your hubris knows no shame. But it is 
hubris confected for self-promotional display. You worry that de Man is right. Tolstoy, 
Nabokov, Mantel and White will be remembered for their novels, not their memoirs: that 
is your prediction. Life writing’s marketplace stocks may be on the rise but those writers’ 
novels are surely their masterworks; future readers would have to prefer them. They 
should prefer Frame’s novels with their virtuosic phrasing and oddness, but you are not 
sure they will. Perhaps her memoirs will appeal more because of their conventional 
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narrative style and personalising of mental illness: a straightforward sad tale of one 
woman’s difficult life. 
* 
Writing memoirs about one’s childhood and rites-of-passage youth is not a grown-up 
literary activity. You’ll give Knausgaard this compliment, he is not fooled by sentimental 
lore that children’s perceptions of the world have a pure, sanctified status. Writing from 
the ‘perspective of a kid…that is the perspective of an idiot’151, he says. In writing from 
the perspective of the you-idiot of Hoi Polloi and Muck you could always be confident 
that no matter how much of an idiot the you-idiot was, a reader would naively sympathise 
with him because the sanctity lore considers idiot children to be victims and their adult 
overseers as wicked or negligent, no matter how much the idiot child may be at fault. 
Real literary merit comes from writing about adult life where there are none of the 
privileges of innocence afforded children. Thus you renounced your childhood memoirs, 
and went one step further and renounced memoirs in general as not up to literary scratch. 
Fiction was your future: it was the ultimate test of a writer to create a 70,000- to 80,000-
word novel that is a perfectly realised word-object of narration, the sort of narration you 
achieved in some of your poems. Your abiding ambition was to make a novel with a 
distinct beginning, middle and end. Not a beginning, middle and fizzle out. A novel 
where the final lines link to the beginning. Your memoirs had no endings. They just 
stopped. In Hoi Polloi you reached the rude part where you and the much older 
Genevieve have an erotic caress and cuddle in the laundry, and Winks backs the winner 
of the Melbourne Cup.152 There the book just stops. Muck ends/stops with The Duke 
surviving an attack of kidney stones and the you-idiot accidentally killing his beloved calf 
by overfeeding it. The last paragraph contains a flourish of adolescent ratiocination, but 
the book still stops because it seemed as good a place as any for you to stop it, as good a 
paragraph as any to end with.153 There was no dramatic episode in your youth-life to aim 
Muck towards, unless you’d kept the book going to include your adulthood. You might 
have sewn Hoi Polloi and Muck up with a page of wistful reflection on the developmental 
contaminants that can blight childhood and youth. The danger there would have been a 
fey denouement of childish philosophy given the books’ first-person juvenile voices. You 
had enough sense to know not let the books ramble on and spoil any artistic merit they 
contained. 




Yet, one has to be practical. If one has reached the age of forty-something and has 
accrued dramatic autobiographical tales, there is no point in wasting them. Why would 
you waste the story of you and Alex? The lust and jealousy of your loving her. The 
calamity of her cancer. Your boredom of living with her in a small rural town. Your 
ruthless resentment of her for being a perpetual cancer patient. Your falling in love with 
her friend Janet. Your leaving Alex for Janet. Your not regretting it. You had guilt, yes, 
but it was only temporary. People prefer to keep their impious behaviour secret. When 
you betray someone you’re supposed to apologise for it. You weren’t sorry for your 
behaviour at the time. You’re certainly not sorry now. The best move you ever made was 
leaving Alex and being with Janet. You’d have killed yourself if you’d had stayed with 
Alex. Hanged yourself from a tree branch or driven your Holden V8 into a train. Life 
would have repulsed you as a waste of years, of loveless duty. But you made the move to 
Janet and you were saved. 
You eased your way into novels by making the Alex story into the half-and-half 
memoir/novel, The Amateur Science of Love. Or third-and-two-thirds. Either way it was 
autobiographical fiction, conforming to the genre definition of ‘autofiction’ as 
‘autobiographical fiction, or fictional narrative in the first-person mode’.154 You wrote the 
story first as an essay called ‘Unforgiven’155, orthodox in its magazine-style journalistic 
writing, but useful in providing a rudimentary structure for the novel that was to come. 
You didn’t write the essay for that reason. You wrote it for money—$1 a word for close 
to 5000 words—in keeping with your opportunistic code. ‘Unforgiven’ had only three 
proficiently wrought sections of exaggerated talking: describing falling in love with Alex 
as ‘love so pitiless we must fuse to the core, not two humans but one’156; your description 
of Janet’s hair as ‘black as red wines come in full green bottles.’157 Your opening lines 
about not being forgiven by Alex for your betrayal of her was an accurate expression of 
your unreliable level of guilt: 
To be unforgiven is no great shame. A cramp of nausea your bowels can’t clear. Sweat 
itches your hairline, stains your pillow. 
Take heart—you’re not going to wither in your bed. Your eyes soon open on a 
blue, breathing day. Your taste for food returns. Music offers its melodies.158 
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You wrote that on 16 April, 2007, an hour after a friend had phoned you to say Alex had 
died and that you were not to attend the funeral, nor was your friend as punishment for 
having anything to do with you. You used this phone conversation as the ending of 
‘Unforgiven’. You combined it with a scene where you dig out photos of Alex from an 
old album, including your wedding photos. You imagined her recriminating from the 
grave because you didn’t start crying as you looked at those photos: 
With Alex, these photos are her deathbed. I wait for grief to come. Regret, remorse, tears. 
I imagine her touching my cheekbones for moisture. ‘You’re not crying? How could you 
not cry? How could you not sob with grief?’ 
‘You can’t tell someone to cry. It’s too fake.’ 
‘Don’t you feel something?’ 
‘I feel kind of blank.’ 
‘Is that all I meant to you?’ 
‘No. I seem so distant from you. You must be too packed away deep down in my 
memory.’159 
When you left her in 1997 you imagined her screaming as you drove up the road: Judas! 
Traitor of her heart and her future. Even now you imagine her calling you this from the 
grave for having written your sad love-hate history out: 
‘You are Judas for having written us out in a magazine for money.’ 
‘I seem to recall that you, an artist by training, painted us out and displayed the 
works at the Mildura Art Gallery in 1999. You didn’t know I’d travelled up there for a 
look. Canvases that included me in a most unflattering series of images implying my 
treacherous nature. You depicted Janet in a similar vein. So spare me your sham piety.’ 
‘Paintings and writings are different. Writing is more direct, more hurtful.’ 
‘Really? Derrida reminds us that painting was a primitive form of writing. 
Writings and paintings are much the same beast. They’re in the business of giving the 
illusion that what is represented is a direct replacement of a real thing, an accurate act of 
mimesis. They are a resource that “forever shapes and undermines the truth of the 
phenomenon; produces it and of course substitutes it”.’160 
‘I have never heard of this Derrida person but I am pleased to hear someone give 
painting the same status as writing. Something you never did, you snob. To you writing 
was always superior intellectually and emotionally.’ 
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‘It still is.’ 
‘So writing does hurt more?’ 
‘I suppose it does. Writing is not a conversation, you must understand. The writer 
is in charge. A conversation is fairer. It is, as Derrida says, “a communication between 
absolute origins”161. There is reciprocity in conversation. I am not interested in 
reciprocity. My God-self is not interested in it. My God-self pursues “auto-affection” 
which Derrida defines as: “the giving-oneself-a-presence or a pleasure”162. The God-self 
is not frightened to commit the transgression of hurting others in its self-presencing. What 
God of the holy scriptures ever set an example to the contrary?’ 
‘Answer me this, Mr Judas. What were you thinking on July 27, 2002, when you 
married that, that—I cannot say her name?’ 
‘Janet. I’ll say it for you.’ 
‘What were you thinking when in the wedding speech you said that Judas was the 
hero of the bible, the person in the bible you most identified with? You were feeling guilt 
over me, weren’t you? You, in your oblique way, had invited me as an imagined guest to 
that wedding, hadn’t you?’ 
‘Nonsense! I shouldn’t have been so gauche as to bring up Judas on that 
wonderful occasion. Jorge Luis Borges writes that there is the Borges that things happen 
to in everyday life, and the Borges who writes. “I do not know which of us has written 
this page,”163 he says. That’s the same for me. I do not know what person in me writes 
what he writes. But I do know this: my mentioning Judas at that wedding was not about 
my guilt. I was making an entirely different point. I was saying that I thought of Judas as 
a middle-class young man who didn’t want to go into the family business, just as I didn’t, 
and who rebelled by linking up with a hippy guru who claimed to be the Son of God but 
then turned himself and his followers into outlaws and planned to abandon them in a 
suicidal martyrdom. Judas betrayed Jesus to the authorities, which was the responsible 
thing to do. He had lost faith, he wanted to put some money in his pocket and return to his 
family, but ended up feeling guilty about his actions, his loss of faith, his betrayal, and 
hanged himself. My point was, and I made this very clear at the wedding, that I was the 
opposite of Judas. I had found faith in Janet. I was someone who had no belief in 
anything—religion, politics or family. Even writing at times was just another of life’s 
chores. But Janet was someone I believed in. I actually had found faith. So, please, go 
back into the death-dark.’ 
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‘You will be here soon enough.’ 
‘I know, and I am frightened. For now, I look at The Amateur Science of Love and 
see how it makes ‘Unforgiven’ appear a mere flitting over a sad trajectory of personal 
events, facile, a jobbing journalist at his trade. Look at how The Amateur Science of Love 
takes an entirely different approach. No flitting. Janet doesn’t agree, if that makes you 
happy. The her-character called Donna in the novel is, in her opinion, one-dimensional. 
Not enough exploration of the emotional tribulation our love affair was causing her. “You 
don’t tell the turmoil that I was going through,” she complains. ‘The me-character just 
ends up being a destination for the you-character to flee to.”’  
She’s right. I do tell the background stories of the two main lovers (the two of us, 
meaning you and me, Alex)164 but not enough of her. I had some whimsical but insightful 
things to say about falling in love: 
Being in love is a kind of being famous. Famous on a small scale to just one person. You 
are looked up to by them even if you’re really just a child-man. Love is having power 
over someone. You are the president of them and you are also their servant, and the 
person you’re in love with is president and servant back to you.165 
When I read that out at writers festivals, the audience members—mostly made up of 
middle-aged women—would nod in smiling affirmation. I’d then read out the centrepiece 
of the novel, the scenario first written about in my poem, Showing, where you reveal to 
me your mastectomy scar for the first time: 
It is an honour to be taken into someone’s wounds. Their real wounds, not their emotional 
gripes. Wounds that cut the body until it is less whole, less human and no amount of 
healing can make it complete again. To be taken into someone’s wounds is to be trusted 
to recognise that only their flesh has been ruined. It may be revolting to behold, this 
wound, but it has not wrecked the rest of them.166 
The audience members would nod again. Then squirm in their seats as I read on—
described the scar in details, and my kissing it, the scar’s taste, the fresh scab healing.167 
I’d finish the reading there in the hope they’d go off and buy the book. If I’d read on 
about my falling out of love with you, my relationship with Janet, my leaving you, they 
might have stormed out in disgust. Fair enough, I suppose. I have a stronger stomach for 
disgust than most. But I was glad to get to the end of the novel, to finish it, even if it 
meant doing so abruptly on a somewhat disingenuous note with the phrase, ‘I don’t know 
much about anything.’168 Obviously I did know enough to write the book. 
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Then I vowed to myself to be rid of autobiography forever and to pursue the real 
art of fiction. 
* 
Your decision was a sensible one if Janet Malcolm’s views on writing are to be valued: 
Where the novelist has to start from scratch and endure the terrible labor of constructing a 
world, the non-fiction writer gets the world ready-made. Although it is a world by no 
means as coherent as the world of fiction, and is peopled by characters by no means as 
lifelike as the characters in fiction, the reader accepts it without complaint; he feels 
compensated for the inferiority of his reading experience by what he regards as the 
edifying character of the genre: a work about something that is true, about events that 
really occurred and people who actually lived or live, is valued simply for being that, and 
is read in a more lenient spirit than a work of imaginative literature, from which we 
expect a more intense experience.’169 
You started the page-world of Tree Palace from scratch, if any work of fiction is ever 
made entirely from scratch. You had lived in the Wimmera-Mallee in Victoria and 
therefore could exploit your knowledge of the landscape. Although you consider 
Australian landscape ugly, such a prejudice would make writing about it sympathetically 
and poetically a greater challenge. It was not much of a challenge. It is your belief that 
any writer of even modest capabilities can wax on descriptively about landscape and 
seascape by deploying roils of adjectives and swooning simile. Thus Tree Palace roiled 
and swooned as required: 
The clay ground had broken away in ruts from a long-ago storm. Tussocky grasses held it 
together in clumps and when the wind blew the ground seemed to move in the distance 
from the grey sway and chafing of it all.170 
The ceiling of the sky was just above the car roof. The road ahead rippled as if 
the melted and the heat blew like the very air was blowing away.171 
Wind had lowered itself along the ground instead of staying up higher and 
blowing clouds into thinner clouds. It had come down fast like a dry storm with dust for 
rain.172 
You had the basic scene-by-scene structure of your play The Ones out of Town to guide 
you, sans the play’s melodramatic ending. Although you abjure the redemption cliché in 
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literary narration, you wrote it into Tree Palace to show you could do it. To prove 
yourself, as it were. The book is set up to be a sad tale of victims at the bottom of the 
social and economic heap and bound for a miserable destiny given the opening chapter 
where fifteen-year old Zara has had a baby and tried to smother it to death.173 But that’s 
not the way you wanted the story to go. You wanted a redemption ending but not a novel 
that sanitised the characters into salt-of-the-earth types. You enjoyed their antisocial 
conduct and attitudes too much, their petty criminality, their wiliness. You relished 
Moira’s hard-tender resilience. Her nurturing of Zara’s baby gave opportunities to write 
erotic intimations into the descriptions of their physical bonding.174 Back in 2011–12 
when the novel was written, child abuse had already become a storytelling staple in 
novels so you eschewed that. You led the reader to expect it, particularly in the character 
of Midge and his avuncular love for Zara, but there was no such behaviour.175 You 
reached your redemption ending with every character resolved and accounted for, 
including Zara accepting her baby son, her breasts letting down milk where they had 
dried in rejection of him.176 
* 
So, the redemption cliché was dealt with, your ability to construct it demonstrated in Tree 
Palace, albeit it in a subversive enough way, keeping the characters habitually antisocial 
and cheerfully reprobational. Now you wanted to set up a more satirical scenario. And an 
urban-based one. A Melbourne one. In Tree Palace you led the reader to expect 
catastrophe and delivered reclamation. In your next novel, Off the Record, you hoped to 
lead the reader astray. You wanted to set up the expectation of pat reclamation, 
redemption, moralising comeuppance, and end with something representative of the 
journo culture you had worked in and always wanted to betray and poke fun at—the 
venality of its participants, their pretention, hubris, hypocrisy, and at times dishonesty. 
Yes, that meant going back on your vow to abandon the autobiographical. But in the spirit 
of the novel’s Callum ‘Words’ Smith, you did so self-servingly, you lied, you are a 
hypocrite. As he puts it: ‘You don’t get anywhere without ruses and cunning.’177 One 
thing journalism taught you was that a morally flexible and monetarily ambitious person 
such as yourself soon becomes comfortable with ruses and cunning. ‘That line of work 
gives your eyes a plastic appearance. I’ve noticed it in the mirror, a dead glitter,’178 says 
Words. That’s a line straight from your wife Janet’s mouth—she’d kissed you as you 
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were heading out the door one morning to go hunt for a news-breaking story, and reeled 
back. ‘You’ve got that dead glitter look in your eyes,’ she said. 
Malcolm believes that, ‘Every journalist who is not too stupid or too full of 
himself to notice what is going on knows that what he does is morally indefensible.’179 
She reminds you of Little’s opinions on ‘empathy’180 when she says, ‘He is a kind of 
confidence man, preying on people’s vanity, ignorance, or loneliness, gaining trust and 
betraying them without remorse.’181 
The ‘Words’ of Off the Record is a confidence man, even to his family members. 
He tries to con his wife, Emma, whom he has cheated on and appears to be contrite 
though he is more concerned about what he would lose materially in a divorce.182 He is 
more concerned that she might take up with a man with more social and financial status 
than him.183 He cons his dullard son, Ollie, to spy on Emma.184 He tricks a homeless 
woman into disrupting a church service in order for him to confect a story about the 
worshippers’ mistreatment of her.185 He gains the trust of the family of a woman 
convicted of infanticide for an exclusive story that he hopes will revivify his career, then 
turns on her when his plans are thwarted.186 
‘Words’ is well practised in perfidy, and you, the author of Off the Record, are not 
a censorious soul it would seem. You appear to revel in his treachery, his flouting of good 
taste, his breaching of good faith. Are you satirising indecent behaviour or celebrating it 
in misanthropic merriment? A perspicacious reader would be advised to say both rather 
than invest in one or other definitive side. After all, Amos Oz says: 
There are deceitful contracts, where the writer seems to reveal all kinds of secrets, so that 
the unsuspecting reader takes the bait…. the visible contract is no more than a make-
believe object, the subject of an inner, subtler, more devious contract.187 
Malcolm says: 
Journalists justify their treachery in various ways according to their temperaments. The 
more pompous talk about freedom of speech and “the public’s right to know”; the least 
talented talk about Art; the seemliest murmur about earning a living.188 
‘Words’ justifies himself in all those ways from the first page of Off the Record to the 
last. ‘I’m the wordsmith, the one who makes his copy sing’189, he says. But he knows his 
limitations. The only Art he is capable of is trying to elevate sleazy news stories to ‘garish 
poetry’190. He blames his need to provide financially for his family for his ‘dead glitter’191 
and says, ‘from time to time we need to put aside decency. I thought of it as that—doing 
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necessary wrong.’192 If he were labelled a Judas he’d find a way to make that a virtue, 
probably quoting Borges on the issue: 
Judas chose those sins untouched by any virtue: violation of trust (John12.6) and betrayal. 
He acted with enormous humility, he believed himself unworthy of being good.193 
You’d be wise to remember that quote for yourself. For all your concern about frittering 
away your secrets, you’re about to do it again, aren’t you? For all your speculation that 
your secrets might constitute that which is called a soul, your own exclusive religion that 
fills up the shell of you with what you call your ‘self’, you’re about give more away in a 
new novel you’ve started. Here they come, other secrets bubbling up in no particular 
order, and you skimming them off onto the page before they go cold and sink away. It’s 
the opening of this exegesis that started it. It’s too early to tell what secrets they really 
are, half-formed in the making, imagination getting in the way too much to trust their 
provenance. Perhaps they aren’t secrets at all but inner play. Yet they have shadows you 
recognise cast by the shapes of familiar people: 
You were born with your hands in your pockets, your head hanging down from 
the soul up. You had a bowtie-throat so your surface was neat—I made sure of it—yet 
avoided the eyes of your family. You had knobby pole-legs and did not hug back. Even 
me, your own mother, you hugged wincing to get free. You were born numb, I accused 
you. You picked at the edges of your clothing where you sat. Picked till the edges were 
tattered. A boy to be feared, who could not do sums. You had scars on your arms, of your 
pocketknife’s making. 
You feared only the ways of your mother: Shorten your tongue, I would say. Jail 
your teeth in their proper trap. Language that is unheard is sweet palaver from a boy. Let 
it stay between you and your gullet and leave me alone now your father has left. I was 
sick of myself and in bed like a throne with pain in my ankles and the core of me. There 
is never a dull moment in dreams. Oh, the things I got up to in dreams. 
There were always dull moments in you. I liked to say it and then touch your hand 
with ‘Just joking’. We had the same picky humour, we both feared the ways of each 
other, feared what cold loving can do and how it breaks apart, becomes the following 
speeches: 
Me: I nearly died having you. 
You: I’ve seen you naked in baths and saw no scalpel scars, unless they do them 
by magic, caesareans. 
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You were not a gregarious boy. You did not seek friends your age. I was your best 
friend. You preferred the horseraces with me to socialising with kid types. Going to 
parties where adults were. Seeing them drink, flirt, gossip. Those adults were on the verge 
of sexual mischief, or so you calculated—you were a child, but a child who was no fool. 
You knew when adults’ touching was friendly touching, or when the touching was over-
friendly: a hand on someone’s thigh or backside. I expected loyalty from you not to go 
through my drawers or steal my liquor let alone remember so well how my ‘dancing face’ 
had a veil of laced gauze. How men held my charity-shop mink to my shoulders, or 
unpeeled it from my shoulders like fluffed wings to be stored. Teeth should be a perfect 
centre of countenance. Mine were not centre—a little left and too pointed. My lips kept 
them secret until the wines gave me nerve. Beers by then had blinded the men of The 
Astor. My whitest smile I wore at my throat—a sag of ten pearls I lied were not plastic. 
Whether fooled or not fooled men were not there for provenance. The science of a boy’s 
head is purple with gasses. They have lusts that go nowhere, give off toilet bleach stench. 
The science of a man’s head is a less hurried thing. There were lists to be gone through of 
waltzes and ‘passes’. An act of taboo was to hold a waist firmer, to explore the creased 
oils of each other’s palm. You called them ‘Sir’ but they wanted no nuisance. You took 
their coins and they were rid of you. It became your first business—employed to be 
unheard. You came back inside and re-called them ‘Sir’ and they paid for a longer 
absence. When I was crass and wore no shoes it was ‘the bubbly’ I’d say and have a polio 
walk, side to limping side, you would help me up. ‘Don’t wear me around your 
shoulders,’ I’d complain. ‘I am not fox fur. I can stand!’ My head would clear and I 
would loathe myself for a day to two. I would wash myself and be clean again. All this is 
not for pens and the alphabet. What are you doing? I can see your ugly stitching: p’s 
looped like a thread not pulled through. S’s much the same for all their seahorse 
posturing. You never could fix it, your handwriting, needlepoint t’s that seem to cross 
words out. L’s and f’s dragging lines up and down. My crooked mouth was like that after 
swearing, closed, at rest, but wanting to be foul. There can be no truce between us if you 
keep this going. You are spoiling the loss of me as not a loss. You are free of me forever, 
I can tell by your honesty. Words should come straight from the mouth and we’re done 
with them. Not what you’re doing there, putting a face to me. To have a heart a man 
shouldn’t have corners no one can see around. They should be in good condition, 
predictable, soft to lie beside. They should keep a long time before they age. They should 
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not have pens and alphabets. When you were only five and your arm was on me I could 
dance through anything: the mulberry blood of your veins beat ‘Hope’ to me, beat ‘Sing’. 
The skin eye where your birth cord dropped was salted across. Your stomach mumbled of 
your evening meal. Your windrow ribs so close to me made stethoscope breathing. I was 
dark in my moods, took pepper bites of people, my friendship coped with their friendship 
mostly. I kept the fact covered—they never knew my mind. With you there was none of 
this. With you the reverse: I worried you had me in you, my hushed design behind words. 
I’d budget truth when there was love to risk, never go beyond a half-hearted sum. You 
were a sleeping version of me skilled in dangers, limp from the ardour of a closing heart. 
You wanted me dead towards the end. No, you did not want me that way. You 
mourned me even before the death happened. I see what you’re doing here. You’re 
keeping me alive. You had hated and loved me all your life, and now you can’t rid your 
memory. What would you do without me? Me with my puffy, peeling legs, still trying to 
tart myself up like the old days: crumbly red lipstick and blackened lashes. What a 
horrible thing life is, you think. In viewing my ending, you glimpsed your future. 
Parenthood is an act of murder that it made your bones, mine or anyone else’s: the perfect 
crime is creation. You did not want children because you worried about our genes. You 
did not wish to carry on the flaws in us. You worried there’d be me in them just as you’ve 
carried me on in you. 
Your end might well be like mine—losing control of my bowels in a hospice bed 
and you soaking a flannel to wipe my bottom, the first time you’d touched my privates. 
Except, of course, there’ll be no you to wipe your soiling body, childless as you are. You 
hope there’s a nurse to take pity as one took pity on me and helped me on to nothingness 
with a last injection. 
Tonight the summer air went cold and your jasmine thicket juddered and snapped. 
I was in the air, the smell I wore living. Did you imagine it or was it really me? My mix 
of cheek and chin powder and the hairspray that kept my hair solid. No other smell like 
mine. Ten minutes I stayed in this scent state around you and you dropped your wine 
glass on the concrete so frightened. Why are you here, you asked of the reeking air? Are 
you here? Are you trapped or something? Is there something you want me to do? Go 
away? Get out of my house? 
I am a non-thing now, no mirror to tell my age, no human involvement except that 
mind of yours. I have slipped into you like a bed. That must be what happens. We slip 
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into our children’s mind and they do not know if it’s actual or figment. Carried in them 
onward and they slip into their children the same. 
That will not happen for you, childless man. What will happen to me when you 
go? Where will we go? I am depending on you. Do something. Solve me. Like the horse I 
knew from girlhood. I’d bring out oats to catch it, the wrong horse for evening so my 
father said, a fast mare dogs will bark into gallops and throw me. Not dependable, he’d 
warn. I held out a hand and it saw harms in my palm. I had a groin’s V like anyone else, it 
did not like that either. ‘Go somewhere else!’—is that what you say in your not-saying 
way like the horse with its ear-flicks and white spittle, tail lifted up to show its anus. I 
expected no licks as from sycophant dogs. Dogs are the who’s who of scent worlds, they 
treat human liquids as wines. Their esteem is worth nothing, common apple-strength 
medicine. I wanted the flinting of iron feet in place of my own. The shade I’d cast over a 
horse would not make it cold, I promised. My brass buckles had seen better days but I had 
shined them to blaze. I was bred for such style not for horse-and-cart drudging. To be 
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